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Agenda Item 2

HOUSING SCRUTINY SUB-COMMITTEE MINUTES
Tuesday 16 November 2021 at 7.00 pm
Room THB-06, Town Hall, Lambeth Town Hall, Brixton Hill, London SW2 1RW

Members Present:

Councillor Mary Atkins (Chair), Councillor Rezina Chowdhury,
Councillor Pete Elliott, Councillor Paul Gadsby and Councillor Clair
Wilcox

Apologies:

Councillor Emma Nye

1

Declarations of Pecuniary Interest
There were none.

2

Minutes of the Previous Meeting
The minutes of the meeting of 6 July 2021 were approved as a correct record of proceedings,
following the below change:
 Agenda pack, page 2, to change from “The majority of customers were not homeless
and outsourcing services was designed to increase capacity and provide a seamless
service…” to “The majority of customers were not homeless and working with partners
was designed to increase capacity and provide a seamless service…”
The Clerk confirmed they would chase the response from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
on the written submission from Gerlinde Gniewosz.

3

Empty Homes in the Private Sector
The Cabinet Member for Housing and Homelessness, Councillor Maria Kay; Sandra Roebuck,
Director of Infrastructure and Capital Delivery; Gaynor Brown, Private Sector Enforcement &
Regulation Manager; and Danielle Barham, Senior Revenues & Contracts Officer, introduced
the report and noted:
 The climate emergency and COP26 goals, local ambitions and the Government’s Housing
white paper would require significant expenditure to meet; however, central Government
was not providing necessary funds and extra costs could not be absorbed by the Housing
Revenue Account (HRA).
The Sub-Committee heard from Sue Edmonds, Capital Letters, who stated:
 Capital Letters had been established in 2019 with London Councils and had 21 London
boroughs as members, covering £38m flexible support grants. Its aim was to increase the
number of private rented sector properties, reducing costs, and providing sustainable
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tenancies; through brokering relationships between landlords, local authorities, and
tenants.
Local authorities worked in parallel with Capital Letters to procure homes pan-London to
agreed property standards to provide secured tenancies for residents.
Sustainable landlords and tenancies were targeted to ensure tenants could pay rents and
lower costs for local authorities.

The Sub-Committee next heard from Adam Cliff, Empty Homes Network, as follows:
 The Empty Homes Network was established in 2001 and Lambeth was an engaged and
cooperative member. Its primary goal was to return empty homes back into use and with
250 practitioners, it could campaign nationally, offer robust and comprehensive support
service, provide service reviews, and shared best practice with the support of its
considerable library.
 Best practice was identified as having and following the same procedures to deal with
empty homes methodically and strategically, whether longer- or shorter- term voids, noting
that longer-term voids would eventually face enforcement proceedings.
In response to Members’ questions, the Cabinet Member and officers stated the following:
 A monthly review of empty homes was undertaken to ascertain which required lettered
notification and to identify properties and owners to bring homes back into use.
 Lambeth had focused on its private sector empty homes over the last two years and
identified its success as down to the dedicated officer who worked with the council tax
team.
 There were a range of interventions to bring empty properties back into use, including
working with landlords, but Compulsory Purchase Orders (CPOs) could only be enacted
by the Secretary of State and led to an inquiry before action could be taken. The series of
enforcement actions prior to CPOs could take 18 months to complete, but a series of
letters and notices in a three-year long process was needed beforehand, which was costly
and it was not guaranteed to recoup costs.
 Lambeth prioritised properties likely to become available before the two-year period to
bring homes back into use earlier, but this required significant resource.
 Lambeth engaged heavily with the Fire Brigade, as they excelled at identifying and
securing empty properties, identifying ownership, and engaging with neighbours.
 The Empty Homes Property Officer had to undertake a series of measures including
informal communications and linking in with other agencies, prior to serving notices.
 The council tax premium on long-term empty properties was staggered to charge an extra
100% after two years to 300% after 10 years, on top of the annual charge.
 Current legislation did not allow an increase to 400% as stated in the agenda pack, page
12.
 Lambeth negotiated with landlords to avoid CPOs.
 Empty private homes came under the Void Strategy and other statutory legislation, with
regular discussions with Capita to bring homes back into use.
 Lambeth had invested £2m in 83 properties and did not have difficulties bringing homes
back into use, but the Council was short of properties.
RESOLVED:
1.
To provide written response by March 2022 on what grants may be available for all types
of properties, particularly those above shops or with planning-related difficulties, and
measures taken, such as pressuring the GLA and Government, to ensure that grants are
available.
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2.
3.

4

To provide an update report to the November 2022 Sub-Committee meeting with a cost
benefit analysis of options outlined in the paper for further action.
To provide written briefing by 02 May 2022 detailing a geographical breakdown of empty
home statistics.

Empty Homes in the Public Sector
The Cabinet Member for Housing and Homelessness, Councillor Maria Kay; Neil Euesden,
Director for Housing Services; Tim Fairhurst, Assistant Director for Neighbourhood Housing; and
Valdrin Rexha, Head of Income Maximisation, introduced the report and stated:
 Lambeth was prioritising in-contract voids but would still clear pre-contract voids, however
this was difficult to do as there was no contractual clout or penalties that could be
imposed.
 There were major issues obtaining resources due to the current building industry.
 Contractors were committed to deliver all pre-contract voids by the end of November.
 In-contract voids had heavy financial penalties for delays to mitigate rent loss and ensure
delivery within performance targets (10 days for short-cycles and 20 days for long-cycle).
 Financial penalties were not put into historic contractor contracts but were in the current
contracts.
The Sub-Committee next heard from Councillor Pete Elliott on behalf of Andy Plant, resident:
 Estate regeneration had significantly impacted the HRA and needed reconsideration.
 There had been significant contract failings with Mears.
 It was queried whether officers had learnt lessons from voids being left on regeneration
estates.
 The agenda pack, page 28, stated that void properties were often in appalling conditions
and queried whether this was from residents or long-term repair issues.
In response to Members’ questions, the Cabinet Member and officers stated the following:
 The Price Per Void (PPV) financial model meant that contractors were paid a set price for
delivering voids below a £6,000 threshold, with voids above this threshold paid at a cost
price.
 Voids were inspected on Day 1, with an order raised on Day 3; and was a good indicator
of total expected costs for a set year.
 The high turnover of surveyors was a reflection of current building industry opportunities.
 The delivery of pre-contract voids was expected by December 2021.
 Resident Services had a four-week job freeze in September to enable an internal Council
review and to match-up Oracle systems with Lambeth’s Finance and HR systems.
 The north-south price difference was due to procurement rules and letting contracts
separately.
 The original void contracts did not have enough penalties in place, but since 2019’s
Transformation Project, a strong team had been formed and penalties had been built into
all contracts.
 All properties were inspected before engaging contractors.
 Void prices correlated to their condition, generally due to how the previous occupier left
them or if needed repairs were not reported. One of the key costs for voids was the
clearing of personal possessions; with pre-termination visits to ascertain recharging costs.
 Property inspections were carried out on request or when repairs were reported, however
regular checking for vulnerable residents was under review.
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Lessons learnt from the historic contracts had been incorporated into the new contracts
and property management. Late voids incurred a £200 a day contractor penalty, to
encourage on-time work at required quality levels.
Once voids were relet as temporary accommodation it was not possible to subsequently
relet to assured tenancies (and only as short lets) on regeneration estates.

RESOLVED:
1.
To provide written briefing by March 2022 on how vulnerable tenants are managed by the
Income Maximisation team and what training has been provided to officers to manage
tenants in a positive way.
2.
To provide written briefing by March 2022 on where and from whom damage to properties
had arisen and how Lambeth was to avoid damage, especially by vulnerable tenants.
3.
To provide written briefing by March 2022 on how the Council plans to bring the number of
voids back within targets, noting the unacceptable beach of the 22-day target for voids.

5

Street Properties and Section 20
During the discussion of this item the guillotine fell at 9.00 pm.
RESOLVED: That the meeting continue for a further period of up to 30 minutes.
The Cabinet Member for Housing and Homelessness, Councillor Maria Kay; Neil Euesden,
Director for Housing Services; Andrew Marshall, Assistant Director for Housing Capital and
Asset Management; and Chris Flynn, Assistant Director for Home Ownership and Rents,
introduced the report.
The Sub-Committee heard from Dan Calladine, Vice-Chair of the LHA and leaseholder, who
stated:
 He had been a leaseholder since 1997 and enjoyed living in Lambeth.
 Tenants were paying excessive costs of over £700 a month, based on estimates, 18
months after works had finished.
 It was not possible to appeal until final bills were received and these were likely to be
inaccurate.
 Residents’ requests for final bills were being ignored and these were long overdue.
 Lambeth had erroneously contacted Mr Calladine and his bank stating that he had missed
payments, noting that the automated process and property pilots were not working.
 There needed to be a formal engagement process between residents and Lambeth.
 The Council needed to be more transparent, more responsive, and to do better.
The Sub-Committee next heard from Bruce McGregor, resident, who stated:
 The LHA had surveyed members in 2019 and compiled a substantial dossier of service
charges and leaseholder complaints but had not heard back from the Council.
 In one case, a 2019 Ombudsman ruling to undertake repairs from 2016 had not led to
action, although Lambeth had informed of compliance. The leaseholder was
subsequently chased for payment and arrears which had led to stress and illness,
requiring therapy.
 Major work invoices and the scope of works had to be reasonable, but they were not.
 The terms of all leases had to be fair and reasonable, which they were not, and the
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Council was unnecessarily issuing threatening invoices and undertaking recovery action.
The LHA was willing to sit down with the Council to end the harassment and bullying of
residents.

The Sub-Committee next heard from Dan Craig, resident, as follows:
 He requested that the report be rejected and returned to officers to detail a comprehensive
report detailing how improvements were to be made.
 There had been no works on Knatchbull Road properties since 2005 with many homes in
disrepair and decay, with residents now facing the winter months.
 Section 20 notices had been served, but no works had occurred; and there was meant to
be a full procurement pilot for Knatchbull Road properties, but this had been cancelled.
 The cost of basic repairs was astronomical and residents could not afford these.
 Fundamental errors in bills had been discovered from the current system, with one family
leaving their home and accepting a £30,000 loss on their flat.
The Sub-Committee next heard from Tracey Gregory, leaseholder and Chair of the local Tenant
and Resident Association (TRA), who noted:
 Residents and properties had been subjected to major works by two different sets of
contractors.
 Poor experiences included inadequate contract management, inferior quality work and
lack of scrutiny leading to unnecessary costs; and more effective engagement was
needed.
 The TRA were engaged with senior staff and home ownership throughout major works but
had not been party to the information needed to monitor works, costs or to influence the
quality of works.
 Residents had no confidence in the current system or the report, noting that the simplified
account since 2017 did not reflect residents’ experience.
 Residents had seen costs increase from £15,000 estimates to £60,000 final bills, the latter
provided two years after works had completed.
 Breakdowns of costs were rarely made available to individual leaseholders.
 The TRA had appointed its own independent surveyor and identified numerous accounting
errors, double-charging or charging for work not carried out, unjustified scaffolding, and
overcharging both residents and the Council – the latter allegedly paying Breyer £720,000
over the original contract.
The Sub-Committee next heard from Laura McCormack, resident of Leigham Court, who stated:
 The impact of works on Leigham Court residents was very negative and it was felt the
Council were indifferent to residents’ predicaments.
 There was nothing in place to help residents receive excessive final bills, and those
expressing concern were told to sell up, which was a typical Lambeth Council response.
 Residents continually asked for but had to wait months for breakdowns, though they were
still expected to pay bills based on estimates in the meantime.
 In many cases residents were allegedly paying for works that had not been carried out.
 The Housing team’s attitude and culture towards leaseholders and tenants needed
addressing, noting that this was not the first examination of the Major Works programme.
 A written submission and set of recommendations had been provided to Members to
agree.
In response to Members’ questions, the Cabinet Member and officers stated the following:
 The Council had embarked on the 2019 Transformation Programme due to the historical
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failings on repairs and major works, and recognised the problems raised by witnesses.
This programme also saw a series of procurement changes after weekly meetings
between tenants, leaseholders, and the Council which deduced what new contracts
should contain and how they should operate.
The Council listened to residents on how it could change the system and had put these in
place from July 2021 and was now 70% through this programme.
Many representations related to those contracts let under the original ALMO – established
10 years ago – and were coming to the end of their contracts.
It was important to differentiate what had happened in the past and what was to happen in
future, referencing the new procurement system and Lambeth’s power over contractors.
Housing-related procurement in local authorities was a long process and detailed statutory
requirements, and although officers were trying to address this, it would remain stressful
and leaseholder bills, especially for street properties, would likely remain expensive.
Leaseholders could recommend/nominate contractors to bid against the Council’s, but
these had to comply with wider statutory procurement regulations.
The 2020 pilot of Knatchbull Road had engaged with leaseholders and picked up many
issues causing dissatisfaction through surveys undertaken during lockdown.
Lambeth had historically not always been as transparent nor freely share information as
needed, but this was no longer the case.
The Council understood leaseholders’ points and was acutely aware of their anxiety and
pressures, with the Cabinet Member herself a leaseholder.
Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) arose from settlement agreements that Legal
Services carried out with leaseholders. Since October 2017’s creation of the internal
litigation team in homeowner services, 125 settlement agreements had been issued.
NDAs resolved disputes and avoided costly legal fees in moving to the first-tier tribunal
stage. At this stage, the first point raised was on the existence of previous settlement
agreements.
Court proceedings were only resorted to as a final measure.
The only legal way to decide if service charges were reasonable was at a first-tier tribunal.
Confidentiality clauses protected both parties, noting that litigation could occur if not used.
The arrears process necessitated the Council notify mortgage companies or individuals
registered on the Land Registry after 2-3 months of notifying residents. This process
could eventually lead to assets being at risk or the repossession of property.
Lambeth had relied on external cost consultants instead of having technical project
officers on site, but Strategic Asset Partners would train staff over 2-3 years to build
internal expertise.
Lambeth had listened to residents in designing its new procurement process and
guaranteed value for money against market rates at any given time via the new tendering
process. The downside was that this process was linked to the private market, where any
increase – such as that from lack of material supply – would then increase costs.
The new system did not mean that residents could go to their builders of choice, as
contractors needed to meet public procurement regulations.

In discussion, Sub-Committee members noted:
 Section 20s were often extremely distressing and were a challenge across all local
authorities, but it was necessary to ensure that Lambeth did all it could to help residents.
 The report did not appear to reflect residents’ or witnesses’ views of service improvements
detailed by officers, with Members stating that witnesses were representative of many of
their constituents.
 Leaseholders often took cases to court due to failure to provide repairs or poor contract
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management, and this paper did not address the root causes of issues.
Homes should not be visited multiple times to undertake multiple pieces of work, which
added extra costs to leaseholders, and needed better planning and collaboration with
residents.

RESOLVED:
1.
To provide written briefing by March 2022 on how Lambeth’s culture and attitude to
residents would be improved, such as:
a.
training of customer service skills and of assisting vulnerable groups;
b.
incorporating satisfaction survey questionnaires from residents;
c.
ensuring technical project officers could have a regular presence on site and sign-off
on the quality of completed works;
d.
that general communications and their tone were improved, including timely
responses to requests for information and on issuing final billing; and,
e.
improvements to collaborative working between the Council and residents.
2.
To provide written briefing by March 2022 on the number of NDAs agreed annually.
3.
To provide written briefing by March 2022 on lessons learnt from before and since the
2019 Transformation Plan.
4.
To bring the Transformation Plan back to the Sub-Committee in November 2022 for
review.
5.
To provide written briefing by March 2022 on the use of Strategic Asset Partners to
replace the historic use of external cost consultants.
6.
To provide written briefing by March 2022 on the improvements to the openness and
transparency of billing, accuracy and evidence of estimated billing, and how value for
money of works is ascertained.

6

Housing Disrepair Project
The Cabinet Member for Housing and Homelessness, Councillor Maria Kay; Neil Euesden,
Director for Housing Services; Andrew Jacques, Assistant Director for Repairs and
Maintenance; and Andrew Marshall, Assistant Director for Housing Capital and Asset
Management, introduced the report.
The Sub-Committee heard from Nisha Wilkinson, leaseholder, as follows:
 The issue of disrepair was not just due to Covid-19 and law firms, but was a long-standing
issue where requests were ignored and substandard works carried out. These had been
repeatedly raised with the Council and councillors but remained unresolved.
 In one instance, it had taken months to inspect a leaking water tank on a roof, with repairs
taking a year to resolve, even with consistent contacting of the Housing Office.
 Residents should not be informed how to deal with damp when there was no basic roof in
place, and when they did not receive responses when issues were raised.
 Residents relied on the Council to fix issues, having no oversight nor control themselves,
and it often required formal complaints to progress works.
 A plan of action was needed that stressed the importance of surveying which would help
prevent repairs and arbitration.
 A focus was needed on buildings and not residents, and to further improve contract
management.
 It was queried how the Council and councillors could be more responsive.
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In response to Member’s questions, the Cabinet Member and officers stated the following:
 Covid-19 and law firms had driven an increase of disrepair cases.
 The Housing Disrepair Project was an integral part of the wider Transformation Project.
 The in-house Repairs Team supported disrepair remedial work alongside 10 new
contracts, with 102 disrepair cases concluded in the last four months.
 The dynamic purchasing system allowed the procurement of additional and localised
resource.
 The 16-point action plan was based on prevention and intervention, as an alternative to
arbitration.
 Arbitration arrangements would ensure lower fees and that residents kept more
compensation.
 The Strategic Asset Partners’ first task would be to undertake a stock condition survey
and there would be further surveys in future.
In discussion, Sub-Committees members noted:
 Repairs needed to be done to a high quality at the first time of undertaking.
 Complaints on damp and mould were both historical and an ongoing issue, even with new
contractors, but this was not detailed in the report and was not tolerable.
 The report seemed to suggest that residents were being blamed for damp.
 The complaints process was not working properly and subsequently repairs were not
being carried out in good order.
RESOLVED:
1.
To provide written briefing by 02 May 2022 on the recruitment of surveyors and on their
role and remit in understanding and actioning repair issues in a timely manner, noting that
key technical posts should not be frozen.
2.
To provide written briefing by 02 May 2022 on how the combination and cascade of
interventions would work in practice, and how this addressed the root causes identified by
witness statements given to the Sub-Committee.
3.
To provide written briefing by 02 May 2022 of the implementation and results of the
Disrepair Action Plan; and to reconsider the drafting of point n (14), noting that damp was
often a case of repairs needed and overcrowding and not a result of resident lifestyles.
4.
To consider alternatives to the Arbitration Panel’s membership, such as Southwark’s
inclusion of a qualified housing law expert instead of Lambeth’s proposed independent
barrister.
5.
To provide written briefing by 02 May 2022 on improvements to the telephony service so
that the correct information was provided to contractors to fix issues in a timely manner
and minimised the use of disrepair and legal compensation.

7

Work Programme
The Chair noted the Sub-Committee’s Work Programme detailing provisional items and themes for
the rest of the municipal year.
RESOLVED:
1.
To consider and approve the work programme as currently drafted (Appendix 1) and
identify and prioritise matters for future scrutiny of Housing.
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The meeting ended at 9.28 pm
CHAIR
HOUSING SCRUTINY SUB-COMMITTEE
Tuesday 1 March 2022
Date of Despatch: Monday 06 December 2021
Contact for Enquiries: David Rose
Tel: 020 7926 1037
E-mail: drose@lambeth.gov.uk
Web: www.lambeth.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 3

HOUSING SCRUTINY SUB-COMMITTEE 01 MARCH 2022
Report title: Housing Responsive Repairs Contracts
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Housing and Homelessness: Councillor Maria Kay
Report Authorised by: Neil Euesden: Director - Housing
Contact for enquiries: Andrew Jacques, AD – Repairs and Maintenance, 0207 926 3749,
AJacques@lambeth.gov.uk

REPORT SUMMARY
In 2019, the council radically redesigned its housing repair and maintenance delivery arrangements and
created nine strategic projects that collectively will allow it to maintain its homes and estates in a more
informed and proactive way (including planned and cyclical maintenance programmes to support the
responsive repairs service). One of these strategic projects was to demobilise its 12 long term housing
contracts - responsive repairs, gas servicing, electrical services and lift maintenance – and procure 10
new contracts and an in-house repairs team that better responds to current council priorities –
particularly its social value commitments.
The procurement tender process was a success and all new contracts were mobilised in July 2021 – as
was an in-house repairs team called Community Works. All 10 contracts and Community Works have a
direct delivery model (reducing the need for sub-contractors) and a fixed pricing structure to give HRA
budget certainty. They have also removed contractor monopolies and created a broader mix of
contractors. Additionally, two reserve responsive repair contractors were procured to provide a service
delivery contingency.
The council simultaneously created a Commercial Services Team to strengthen its approach to
commercial management and contract scrutiny.
Most of the new contractors have settled in well (as has Community Works) and have delivered a huge
amount of social value projects during their first seven months. Two contractors – Wates (south are
repairs); MPS (north area gas servicing) – are however taking longer to settle in. The primary reason
being staff shortages following a big reduction in the number of staff expected to transfer from the
outgoing contractors – an issue exaggerated and prolonged by the post-Brexit labour shortage.
Strong contract management and support has improved Wates’ performance and it is now completing
most jobs it is being allocated on a weekly basis. Its recruitment campaign (undertaken in partnership
with the council) has now resulted in a full complement of operatives – over half of which live in Lambeth.
Whist Wates is now sufficiently resourced to meet demand, it needs to employ more operatives to
reduce its backlog of repairs and it has committed to recruit an additional 10 operatives – four of these
additional vacancies have now been filled.
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The council has also appointed a change management specialist to work within the Wates team (at
Wates’ expense) to drive system and operational improvements. The Wates contract continues to be
closely managed and is the subject of an improvement plan and contract remedy notices. Formal
weekly operational meetings continue and Monthly Contract Meetings have been happening since
contract commencement. Separate Risk Reduction meetings also take place.
In terms of MPS, this has presented a bigger challenge as it has been unable to recruit the necessary
employees and has not shown signs of doing so in the near future – instead relying almost exclusively
on subcontractors and agency workers. This has resulted in very poor performance and an untenable
position – forcing the council to take emergency action and from 14 February 2022 it has diverted all gas
services in the North to its two other gas contractors – T-Brown and OCO.
MPS is focusing on completing its existing gas servicing workload (approximately 600 services) under
close council supervision and will not be providing gas servicing work in the new financial year. The
council has developed a compliance resilience plan which, in summary, involves continuing the current
emergency measures whilst simultaneously procuring new gas service provision in the north – a process
that will take nine months to conclude.

FINANCE SUMMARY
There are no financial implications that arise as a direct consequence of this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

To note the contents of this report.
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1.
1.1

CONTEXT
Service Redesign
Housing Services delivered most of its repair, maintenance and major work services via long term
contracts procured over 10 years ago – and in many respects no longer aligned with current
council priorities and technological advancements. With growing discontent amongst stakeholders,
reprocuring the status quo was not an option. This prompted a radical review and redesign of
housing delivery arrangements in 2019 and the creation of 9 strategic projects (75% complete and
summarised in the table below) that will collectively transform the service and achieve the following
strategic outcomes:
a)
Quality and socially driven repair and estate maintenance contracts with inclusive pricing;
b)
No contractor monopolies, less subcontracting, broader mix of contractors, reserve
contractors;
c)
Create in-house services where feasible;
d)
Develop planned and cyclical maintenance programmes to support responsive repairs;
e)
Prioritisation of communal repairs and disabled adaptations;
f)
Significant investment in social value and environmental improvements;
g)
Holistic approach to asset management;
h)
Create a Resident Procurement Panel to help design and evaluate;
i)
delivery arrangements;
j)
Better use of technology and reliable council-owned data;
k)
Long term investment planning;
l)
Supply chain diversity and more opportunities for local SMEs;
m) Stronger clienting and better governance; and,
n)
Protect leaseholders’ rights to nominate contractors.

1.2

In the last 12 months the council has undertaken the following procurement work:
a) Demobilised the previous 12 long term repair and maintenance contracts
b) Mobilised 10 new repairs contracts
c) Mobilised a new block cleaning and concierge contract
d) Brought grounds maintenance in-house (delivered by Lambeth Landscapes)
e) Mobilised a combined street and estate cleaning contract (with Environmental Services)
f) Assembled and mobilised a borough-wide in-house repairs team (Community Works) –
focusing on communal repairs, disabled adaptations and more recently fire safety work

1.3

Procuring all of these contracts during the COVID pandemic presented a number of challenges but
all were mobilised on time.

1.4

1.5

Resident Procurement Panel
A resident procurement panel was set up to help design the contracts and were involved in the
evaluation process. The contracts are also designed to reduce repair demand and legal disrepair
over time and the price-per-property model is allowing surveyors to move away from desk-based
administrative functions and spend more time in the community and auditing the quality of
completed repair work.
Broader Mix of Contractors
The contracts remove the current service monopolies (now have different North & South
contractors) and provide a broader mix of contractors through service-specific contracts.
Furthermore, the contracts demand that the majority of work is delivered by employees – not
subcontractors – and we have visibility of individual staff delivering each contract. The contracts’
inclusive pricing structures (price-per-property) commercially incentivises a right-first-time ethos
and allows for more accurate budgeting.
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In-house Repairs Team
(“Community Works”)

New
Repair and Maintenance
Contracts (x10)

 Communal repairs
 Disabled adaptations

 Responsive repairs & voids
 Gas and electrical servicing
 Lift maintenance




In-house
Grounds Maintenance Team

Unify
Estate Cleaning
and Street Cleansing

New
Block Cleaning
and Concierge Contract



 Cleaning external areas

 Cleaning internal areas
 Concierge service

Lambeth Landscapes

Strategic Asset Partner
Asset Delivery Partners (x2)







1.6

1.7

2.
2.1

Asset management strategy
Stock condition surveys
Long-term investment
planning
Procurement
Compliance; disrepair
reduction
Social & environmental value

 Technical support on major
work projects
 Train and empower council
delivery teams
 Self-delivery within 3 years

Call Centre Solution

Digital assistant
Expert call handlers

Dynamic Purchasing System
 Efficient project-specific
procurement
 Diversify the supply chain
 Tiered approach
 Accessible ring-fenced
opportunities
 Best fit contracts

Appointments
The council has bought its own Dynamic Resource Scheduling System so that it no longer relies
on separate contractor systems and has total visibility over appointments and each operative’s
diary. This single source of appointment information ensures we know exactly what operative
resource is being allocated to each repair and the volume of appointments being kept across the
borough.
Resident Portal for Repairs
The council has gone live its Resident Portal for Repairs (MyRepairs) and the general feedback
from residents has been very positive. The portal’s website page (MyHousingonline) is one of the
most visited council site (second only to the Lambeth homepage) and 13,091 tenants have signed
up together with 3,176 homeowners. The additional and instantaneous avenue to raise repairs
includes the ability for residents to upload images and select their own appointment day and time
on the council’s Dynamic Resource Scheduling System.

PROPOSAL AND REASONS
New Repair and Maintenance Contracts
The procurement tender process was a success and all new contracts were mobilised in July 2021
– as was the in-house repairs team (Community Works). Most of the new contractors have settled
in well (as has Community Works) and met most of the key strategic outcomes – listed below –
that these particular contracts and delivery arrangements were designed to achieve:
a)
Total visibility of repair appointments through the councils own appointment system;
b)
Direct real-time interfacing between council and contractor management systems;
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c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

Transparent and dynamic performance reporting (using Power BI);
Removing service monopolies (no individual contractor can provide a borough-wide service);
Broader mix of contractors with reduced reliance on subcontractors;
Most work delivered by employees – increasing quality, transparency and control;
Recruitment carried out in partnership with the council and targeted at Lambeth residents;
Inclusive price-per-property fixed pricing model to give budget certainty; and,
Two reserve contractors in place.

The contracts have also achieved a huge amount of social value projects during their first seven
months. Two contractors – Wates (south area repairs); MPS (north area gas servicing) – are
however taking longer to settle in. The primary reason being staff shortages following a big
reduction in the number of staff expected to transfer from the outgoing contractors – an issue
exaggerated and prolonged by the post-Brexit labour shortage.
Performance Indicators
A suite of key performance indicators have been developed with the Resident Procurement Panel
to reflect key repair journey and service recipient priorities. A number of the KPIs include
deductions from the contractors’ monthly payment applications if minimum levels of performance
are not met.
The council has developed a complete new suite of Power BI performance reports that cover all of
the key performance indicators for repairs. These new reports allow performance to be reviewed
at borough level, neighbourhood level and operative level – allowing for informed and targeted
improvement activity where necessary.
Responsive repairs
Over 20,000 responsive repairs have been completed in the last seven months. Fortem are
performing considerably better than Wates completing 9/10 orders on time - in an average of 11
days - and 9/10 repairs are passing council’s quality inspections. Fortem are also keeping nearly
9/10 appointments and 8/10 residents are reporting satisfaction with the quality of their work. 7/10
residents are reporting satisfaction with the quality of Wates’ work but it is only keeping 5/10
appointments. Both Fortem and Wates inherited a big backlog of repairs from the outgoing repairs
contractor – Mears – and this is steadily reducing. To help complete the outstanding work and
allow contractors to focus on current work orders, the council is now allocating legacy work to one
of its reserve contractors – Breyer.
The latest key performance for Fortem and Wates is set out in the following table and graphs. The
main area of improvement focus is Wates’ appointment performance and resourcing for both
contractors – all essential to increasing satisfaction.
Table 1 - January Repairs Performance

Area
Contractor
Resident satisfaction with the quality of their repair
Was the tradesperson polite and helpful
Was the property left clean and tidy
Repairs completed on time
Average time to complete a repair
Appointments kept
Repairs passing the council’s post inspection

North
Fortem

South
Wates

82%
91%
100%
93%
11.47 days
86%
97.03%

77%
97%
97%
69%
19.6 days
52%
98.42%
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Responsive repairs completed on time (%)
100.00%

Community Works

95.00%
90.00%
Fortem

85.00%
80.00%

T Brown

75.00%
70.00%

Overall

MPS

65.00%

Wates

60.00%
55.00%
50.00%
Jul-21

Overall

Aug-21

Sep-21

Community Works

Oct-21

Fortem

Nov-21

MPS

Dec-21

T Brown

Jan-22

Wates

% Appointments kept
100%
90%

Fortem

80%
70%

T Brown

60%
50%

Wates

40%
30%

MPS

20%
10%
0%
Jul-21

Aug-21
Overall

2.7

Sep-21
Wates

Oct-21

Nov-21

Fortem

MPS

Dec-21

Jan-22

T Brown

Void property repairs
Fortem and Wates are completing voids in an average of 15 days and 21 days respectively against a target of 10 days. This performance is subject to additional scrutiny and a number of
south area voids have been passed to Community Works and the reserve contractor to allow
Wates to complete all outstanding voids. Also, the council is working to issue voids in a more
regular way – rather than issuing them in batches that causes a bottleneck and delays.
Table 2 - January Voids Performance

Area
Contractor
Average time to repair a void to the lettable standard

North
Fortem
15.31 days

South
Wates
21 days
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2.8

2.9

Commercial Management
Whilst procuring the new contracts, the council simultaneously created a Commercial Services
Team to strengthen its approach to commercial management and contract scrutiny. This was a
key commitment it made when redesigning the service. The key commercial activities now being
undertaken include:
a)
Fortnightly Commercial Meetings;
b)
Monthly Risk Management Meetings;
c)
Budget monitoring and year-end forecasting;
d)
Forensic analysis of all applications for payment;
e)
Continuous monitoring of the contracts’ fixed price arrangements;
a.
Applying financial deductions linked to KPI Performance;
f)
Undertaking subcontractor audits;
g)
Undertaking and commissioning annual reviews;
h)
Reviewing and calculating annual indexation provisions;
i)
Monitoring commercial trends and applying corrective measures;
j)
Co-ordinating social value projects;
k)
Social Value contributions into the council’s Social Value Programme;
l)
Supporting operational teams;
m) Managing new procurements; and,
n)
Commissioning and supporting independent audits – continuous and ad-hoc.
Contract Management
Contract management has also been increased on the new contracts and also reflected in the new
contract terms (prepared by the council’s framework lawyers specifically for these contracts) –
creating more robust and straightforward remedy and default arrangements. The key contract
management activities now being undertaken include:
a)
Monthly Contract Review Meetings;
b)
Weekly Operational Meeting;
c)
Daily review of Power BI performance reports and challenging contractor on key measures;
d)
Review of monthly repairs satisfaction survey;
e)
Monthly H&S reports and incident alerts;
f)
Weekly Contact Centre Operational Meeting;
g)
Monthly Contact Centre Customer Experience Meeting;
h)
Applying default measures;
i)
Establish payment deductions for poor performance;
j)
Close monitoring of Improve Plan progress;
k)
Weekly reviewing of contractor staffing structures; and,
l)
Undertaking and commissioning of 6 month reviews

Wates
2.10 Strong contract management and support has improved Wates’ performance and it is now
completing most jobs it is being allocated on a weekly basis. Its recruitment campaign undertaken
with the council has now resulted in a full complement of operatives – over half of which live in
Lambeth. Whist Wates is now sufficiently resourced to meet demand, it needs to employ more
operatives to reduce its backlog of repairs and it has committed to recruit an additional 10
operatives – four of these additional vacancies have now been filled.
2.11 The council has also appointed a change management specialist to work within the Wates team (at
Wates’ expense) to drive system and operational improvements. The Wates contract continues to
be closely managed and is the subject of an improvement plan and contract remedy notices –
essentially a twin track approach of support and formal default measures. Formal weekly
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operational meetings continue and Monthly Contract Meetings have been happening since
contract commencement. Separate Risk Reduction meetings also take place and there is a
separate weekly meeting with their CEO with clear service and improvement expectations given.
MPS
2.12 MPS has presented the biggest challenge of all 10 contracts as it has been unable to recruit the
necessary employees and is not showing signs of doing so in the near future – instead relying
almost exclusively on subcontractors and agency workers. This has resulted in very poor
performance. The council has worked closely with MPS and supported it to address and improve
the situation but despite best efforts, resourcing and performance has shown no sign of real
improvement. This is an untenable position and to maintain gas compliancy, the council has taken
emergency action and from 14 February 2022 it diverted all gas services in the North to its two
other gas contractors – OCO and T-Brown.
2.13 MPS is focusing on completing its existing gas servicing workload (approximately 600) under close
council supervision and will not be providing gas servicing work in the new financial year. The
council has developed a compliance resilience plan which, in summary, involves continuing the
current emergency measures whilst simultaneously procuring new gas service provision in the
north – a process that will take nine months to conclude.
Housing Call Centre
2.14 In addition to latent COVID demand, the mis-prioritisation of repairs is also hindering Fortem’s and
Wates’ performance. Despite most repairs being quite involved, nearly 50% of orders are being
allocated a 2hr or 24hr target – forcing many orders to miss their completion target. A lot of work is
being done around this which going forward will help Wates and Fortem improve their performance
and allocate their resource is a more planned and sustainable way.
Contract Governance and Assurance
2.15 The delivery of the 10 contracts is being monitored within the Total Resident Services
Transformation Programme (TRST) with oversight by the Delivery Assurance Board. The Board
has had an initial meeting is going to meet weekly with the repairs team to track progress – with
particular emphasis on Wates and MPS. Additionally, all contracts are subject to the council’s
continuous auditing programme and there will a detailed annual review of each contract.
Lessons Learnt
2.16 Whilst the new contracts have delivered most of the strategic outcomes they were designed to
achieve, there have been a number of lessons the council has learnt from this process and the
previous contracts. The key lessons are as follows:
a)

Robust Contract Management
Learning from the previous contracts has prompted an enhanced approach to contract
management and the creation of a Commercial Services Team. This is working well and on
most contracts has increased performance: Fortem is responding well - as is T-Brown (south
gas contractor), the electrical contractors and lift contactors. The council is also increasing
its post inspections to ensure this remains the case.
On future procurements, the council will apply the following learning from the mobilisation of
the 10 new contracts:

b)

Backlog repairs
During the latter stages of the tender process and upon not being shortlisted for the final
stage, the previous contractor allowed a large backlog of repairs to accumulate. Whilst the
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bidding contractors all committed to clear the backlog if appointed, the volume as prolonged
this exercise. On future wholesale re-procurement projects, the council will implement a
resilience contract whereby an alternative contractor can support the outgoing contractor in
undertaking outstanding work to limit the build-up of work at contract handover.
c)

Latent COVID demand
Whilst the backlog of repairs was apparent, better anticipation of a wave of latent COVID
demand should have been better anticipated. Although this demand is temporary, it has
prolonged the contractors’ settling in period. If a similar situation presents itself on future
procurements, backup contracting resource should be appointed from the get-go in
anticipation of this latent demand.

d)

Staggered mobilisation
Mobilising 10 high value and complicated contracts at once presents a challenge in itself – let
alone in the middle of a COVID pandemic. Whilst it is neater to have simultaneous start and
end dates, it would be less resource intensive – or at least remove pinch points – on future
multi-workstream procurements if the pre-contract mobilisation stages were staggered (the
timetable did not allow for this on this particular procurement project).

e)

Reserve contracts for gas
Past experience on the responsive repairs contracts informed the requirement to have
reserve contracts if possible. Two reserve contracts (north and south) were therefore put in
place for the responsive repairs contracts and set up on the council’s Northgate system.
This is proving invaluable as the council is now able to allocate outstanding work to a reserve
contractor in a seamless and transparent way. On future procurements, the council will do
the same on the gas servicing contracts.

f)

TUPE
The service delivery issues faced by Wates and MPS primarily stem from fewer staff
transferring from the outgoing contractor than indicated on its initial TUPE list. Whilst the
transfer was between two third parties, if this results in resourcing issues, the council and its
residents suffer the impact. Accordingly, on future contracts with large-scale TUPE transfers,
the council will engage a HR specialist and / or employment law specialist to be intimately
involved in the process to ensure the transfer arrangements are as anticipated.

g)

Advanced recruitment campaign / post-Brexit labour shortage
Most big procurements, regardless of TUPE implications, require some degree of early
recruitment activity – and in partnership with the council. On future procurement projects, the
council will work with contractors to develop a recruitment campaign and form links with
employment partners to prompt interest and inform support needs ahead of mobilisation.
This is even more important during the current post-Brexit labour shortage.

Repairs Handbook
2.17 The resident’s Repairs Handbook was updated in 2021 to coincide with the new contracts and also
included information about additional resource supporting vulnerable residents, new repair
contractors and repair timescales. A further update is underway for 2022 to change some of the
language to reflect the current work being done to create a more empathetic and accountable
culture towards residents – including a condensation and mould charter.

3.

FINANCE

3.1

There are no financial implications that arise as a direct consequence of this report.
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4.

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY

4.1

There are no specific legal implications arising out of this report.

4.2

Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 sets out the new public sector equality duty replacing the
previous duties in relation to race, sex and disability and extending the duty to all the protected
characteristics i.e. race, sex, disability, age, sexual orientation, religion or belief, pregnancy or
maternity, marriage or civil partnership and gender reassignment.

4.3

The public sector equality duty requires public authorities to have due regard to the need to:
a)
Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
b)
Advance equality of opportunity; and
c)
Foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and those who do
not.

4.4

Part of the duty to have “due regard” where there is disproportionate impact will be to take steps to
mitigate the impact and the Council must demonstrate that this has been done, and/or justify the
decision, on the basis that it is a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim. Accordingly,
there is an expectation that a decision maker will explore other means which have less of a
disproportionate impact.

4.5

The Equality Duty must be complied with before and at the time that a particular policy is under
consideration or decision is taken – that is, in the development of policy options, and in making a
final decision. A public body cannot satisfy the Equality Duty by justifying a decision after it has
been taken.

4.6

There were no further comments from Democratic Services.

5.

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION

5.1

The procurement process was been developed, from the outset, with residents, members and
officers to ensure the newly designed housing contracts have a high degree of coproduction. The
tender documentation and contracts were also designed to respond to the recommendations of a
repairs Task and Finish Group and priorities that came out of workshops with the Council’s
Resident Procurement Panel (a resident-based advisory and consultative panel set up to assist the
Council design, procure and manage the suite of new housing repair and maintenance contracts
and direct delivery arrangements).

5.2

The involvement of the RPP will continue and members will play a key role in the future monitoring
and review of the service.

6.

RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1

The main risks that have an impact on the successful delivery of the Housing responsive repairs
contracts are set out below:
Table 3 – Risk Register

Item

Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Score

Control Measures
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1.

Latent COVID-19
demand

4

4

16

Contractors deploying additional resources
to deliver against this temporary increase in
demand.

2.

Contractor
resource levels

3

4

12

Mobilisation project and resource plan in
place to manage critical activities.

3.

Backlog Mears
repairs

8

Separate resource teams deployed to
undertake these works. Engagement of a
reserve contractor – Breyer.

4.

Contract and
performance
management

4

Contract and performance management
framework and hierarchy is embedded in
contract documents and being used –
including at monthly contract meetings.

16

Fixed pricing model has improved budget
certainty and increased the accuracy of year
end forecasting. All prices are linked to CPI
and not subject to general price adjustments
outside this index.

8

The council’s Commercial Services Team
forensically asses all payment applications
– issuing payment certificates and pay less
notices as appropriate.

8

Secure real time interfacing has been
established for these contracts and all data
is securely held on the council’s Northgate
Housing Management System – complete
with back-up servers. Performance
reporting uses council data taken from
Northgate (one version of the truth) and
presents data using Microsoft Power BI.

4

Regular briefing notes are being developed
to better inform stakeholders of service
developments.

5.

4

2

Affordability

2

5.

Financial viability

6.

Systems
interface(s) - ICT
solutions not in
place to enable
real time data
interfacing and
performance
reporting.

7.

Communications

2

2

2

2

2

8

4

4

2

Key
Likelihood
Impact

Very Likely = 4
Major = 8

Likely = 3
Serious = 4

Unlikely = 2
Significant = 2

Very Unlikely = 1
Minor = 1

7.

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

The equality impact assessment (EIA) that covers the whole transformation of repairs and major
works has been assessed and cleared by the Member-led Corporate EIA Panel. The EIA not only
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mitigates negative equality issues but demonstrates that the new contracts will make tangible
improvements to social equality in the borough.

8.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

8.1

Repair teams and neighbourhood housing teams work together in developing Estate Action Plans
which, where required, include proposals to mitigate crime and disorder on estates (including antisocial behaviour) and associated work to improve safety within neighbourhoods.

9.

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

Environmental
Wates has donated £1,500 towards the cost of mature trees in the Lambeth borough.

9.2

Wates planted 250 wip trees on 3 December 2021 at Brockwell Park.

9.3

OCO has is funding an external consultant to undertake two workshops on 'How to become
Carbon Neutral'. Initial workshops will be delivered on 15 and 16 March 2022. All repairs
contractors, Community Works and officers will be attending.

9.4

T. Brown has identified sites and are working with Council officer to kick start their pilot of the
SWITCHEE solution to provide IoT (Internet of Things) data that will help support those residents
who might fall into fuel poverty.

9.5

OpenView have started to pilot its two bulb LED solution - c. 200 installed.

9.6

OpenView has started pilot a new technology battery for efficient emergency lighting - c. 200
installed.

9.7

RJ Lifts have contributed £1,000 towards planting semi-mature trees.

9.8

9.9

Health and Wellbeing
T. Brown has introduced a training programme to help all our staff recognise the signs, signals and
behaviours of cuckooing and criminal exploitation to ensure that any appropriate information is
recorded and referred to our customers in support of their contextualised safeguarding response to
this issue. They are working closely with an approved provider (Violence and Vulnerability Unit
VVU-Online) to ensure our training is bespoke and addresses the evolving issues of county lines,
cuckooing, modern slavery, domestic abuse including child criminal and sexual exploitation.
T. Brown have deployed their 'Don't Walk By' app to all staff. Weekly reports are sent to Lambeth
Officers.

Corporate Parenting
9.10 Wates are in current discussions with the Councils’ Children’s Services to design a programme for
care leavers with a view to offering a bespoke offer around pre-employment training and work
experience.
Staffing and accommodation
9.11 Not applicable.
Responsible Procurement
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9.12 The council’s responsible procurement policy and associated requirements were embedded into
the tender and contract design process – and resulted in a large number of contract commitments.
Contract Commitments
9.13 Social, environmental and economic value were an integral focus of the new contracts. This
resulted in 275 separate social, economic and environmental commitments and a further
commitment from contractors to make cash contributions into the council’s Social Value
Programme as part of their Corporate Social Responsibility activities. £68,000 has been directly
contributed into the Programme so far and has helped fund a number of social and charitable
projects with Lambeth.
9.14 Specific projects and initiatives achieved to date are outlined below. To ensure there is a
continued commitment to social value from the 10 contracts, a dedicated Social Value Manager
post has been created that continuously monitors this activity and regularly meets with all
contractors to keep momentum and coordinate activities.
Education and Learning
9.15 Wates has recently appointed a Carpenter Apprentice, starting in Feb 2022.
9.16 Wates has arranged for a Lambeth Council resident to join them for 2 weeks’ work experience from
14 February 2022 – they will assist with their cv and LinkedIn profiles also.
9.17 Wates has been mentoring 3 young students from Southbank UTC in Lambeth for the past 12
weeks. On 7 February 2022, Wates met with the students in person to review their CVs and offer
one of the students work experience in the Wates site office in Streatham.
9.18 Wates are in discussions with Lambeth College and Career Ready to develop a programme for
students, which includes mentoring and internships.
9.19 2 Lambeth residents have signed-up and are actively participating in the Wates Learning Portal.
9.20 10 young women (Lambeth residents) are now being actively supported by Wates following
engagement with the Young Womens Trust.
9.21 Fortem has engaged with 14 young people from the Lillian Baylis Technology School following
attendance at the schools careers fair. They have been interviewed for work experience and
possible careers.
9.22 Fortem apprenticeship Week is in February and is working collaboratively with Lillian Baylis
Technology School to celebrate that.
9.23 T Brown has employed a domestic gas apprentice who lives in Brixton - started 24th January 2022.
9.24 T. Brown has recently employed a local resident as a domestic gas installing surveyor.
9.25 T Brown has completed a resident work experience session of 8 weeks. A second work
experience session also 8 weeks started on 17th February 2022.
9.26 OCO has recently employed a gas apprentice following a referral from Lambeth Social Services.
9.27 MPS has given residents access to MPS Pathways - this is a website full of training and coaching
courses
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9.28 OpenView has given all residents access to its online CV writing course.
9.29 OpenView has given all residents access to its online energy saving 'hints and tips' video.
9.30 Amalgamated Lifts has employed two lift apprentices - one is a Brixton resident. Both have
successfully passed a quarterly review of progress.
Jobs, Earnings & Business
9.31 Wates has spent over £1m with local supply chains to date
9.32 Wates working in partnership with Ingeus and is advertising 6 job roles with Ingeus.
9.33 Fortem employ 14 staff that live in Lambeth.
9.34 Fortem publish all job opportunities weekly on Opportunity Lambeth. To date this has included
trade opportunities and opportunities for 10 new contact centre agents.
9.35 T. Brown is working with Council staff to organise a Jobs Fair in March 2022. Apprentice
recruitment will take place in Spring 2022.
9.36 NRT group is advertising for two level 2 apprenticeships and one level 3 electrical apprenticeship targeting Lambeth residents and priority groups.
9.37 NRT group has recently employed a Lambeth resident as an electrical improver.
9.38 OpenView is working with the council to recruit a new Electrician from th.e Lambeth.
9.39 RJ Lifts has recently employed 3 operatives who live in Lambeth
9.40 Amalgamated Lifts is in direct contact with the Soul Shack - Lambeth social enterprise - offering
mentoring and business support.
Community Participation
9.41 Wates has continued to deliver the Eco Green Schools programme with Heathbrook Primary
School and it carried out a litter pick in December.
9.42 Wates staff have delivered 94 hours volunteering across Lambeth.
9.43 Wates has engaged with Lambeth to fund and help deliver a replacement pond pump at Finch
Court (sheltered scheme). It will also provide some fish for the residents to enjoy
9.44 On Wednesday 20 October Fortem offered a maintenance action day at Cottons Gardens Estate.
Several operatives and volunteers provided a combination of litter picking and a repairs service
with additional services for elderly and vulnerable tenants. The tasks completed included fitting a
new toilet seat for a vulnerable resident and helping an elderly lady with easing her new windows
which she was finding it difficult to open.
9.45 T. Brown continue to work with Millenium community solutions to finish work at Portobello Hall as
well as investing in and maintaining community benches.
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9.46 T Brown have donated £5,000 to Millenium Community Solutions, £1,000 to UpCycle and £3,800
to mature tree planting (to improve air quality and reduce flood risk).
9.47 T. Brown's Finance Director is providing mentoring support to the Founder of upCYCLE) to enable
it to move it into a Social Enterprise.
9.48 OCO has re-painted and undertaken some general repairs to Southwyck House working on behalf
of Millenium Community Solutions.
9.49 OpenView is working with Neighbourhood Housing Managers to take part in on-going Estate
Action Days
9.50 Amalgamated Lifts is working with Neighbourhood housing managers to support estate action
days.
9.51 NRT Group has donated £10k in cash - £3k to Lambeth Tigers Football Team, £1.5k to mature
tree planting and £5k to Young Epilepsy UK to support a young Lambeth resident.

10. CONTRACT TIMETABLE
Activity (Arbitration Process)

Proposed Date

Contract commencement

12 July 2021

Contract meetings

Monthly

Annual review

11 July 2022

Contract review

11 July 2024

Early termination option

11 July 2025

Contract expiry

11 July 2027
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AUDIT TRAIL
Date Sent

Date
Received

Cabinet Member for Housing
and Homelessness

16.02.22

18.02.22

All

Resident Services

16.02.22

17.02.22

All

Finance and Property
Legal and Governance

16.02.22
16.02.22

18.02.22
17.02.22

3
4

Legal and Governance

16.02.22

17.02.22

All

Name and Position/Title

Lambeth Directorate

Councillor Maria Kay
Neil Euesden, Director of
Housing
Andrew Ramsden, Finance
Greg Carson, Legal
David Rose, Democratic
Services

Comments in
paragraph:

REPORT HISTORY
Original discussion with Cabinet Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons
Background information
Appendices

Ongoing
21 February 2022
18 February 2022
No
No
Not applicable
Not applicable
Lambeth Council Responsible Procurement Policy
None
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Agenda Item 4

HOUSING SCRUTINY SUB-COMMITTEE 01 MARCH 2022
Report title: Community Works
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Housing and Homelessness: Councillor Maria Kay
Report Authorised by: Neil Euesden: Director - Housing
Contact for enquiries: Andrew Jacques, AD – Repairs and Maintenance, 0207 926 3749,
AJacques@lambeth.gov.uk

REPORT SUMMARY
In 2019, the council radically redesigned its housing repair and maintenance delivery arrangements and
created nine strategic projects that collectively will allow it to maintain its homes and estates in a more
informed and proactive way. One of these strategic projects was to create an in-house repairs team with
a community and care focus (council employees undertaking repairs and property adaptations in the
community) - responding to the council’s pledge to insource services where feasible. It also addressed
the feedback from a resident Task and Finish Group for communal repairs. A resident procurement
panel was set up to support this process and provide advice from a service recipient’s perspective. This
proved invaluable and contributed to the success of the design process and subsequent mobilisation
activity.
The in-house repairs team is called Community Works and was successfully mobilised in July 2021 and
has gone from strength to strength – completing over 4,000 repairs and projects to date with very
positive feedback from residents and members. The Team has settled in well and the targeted
recruitment process has resulted in a diverse team with a number of internal promotions and over half of
the new external appointments living in Lambeth - including Lambeth tenants.
This success has allowed Community Works to quite quickly increase its scope to include repairs
stemming from periodic Fire Risk Assessments – giving the council more control over this key area of
regulatory compliance.
A second recruitment campaign is about to commence and this will again be targeted at Lambeth
residents. Robust campaigning is becoming more and more important due to the current post-Brexit
labour shortage – something affecting Community Works as well as the new repair contractors.

FINANCE SUMMARY
There are no financial implications that arise as a direct consequence of this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

To note the contents of this report.
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CONTEXT

1.
1.1

Service Redesign
Housing Services delivered most of its repair, maintenance and major work services via long term
contracts procured over 10 years ago – and in many respects no longer aligned with current
council priorities and technological advancements. With growing discontent amongst stakeholders,
reprocuring the status quo was not an option. This prompted a radical review and redesign of
housing delivery arrangements in 2019 and the creation of 9 strategic projects (75% complete and
summarised in the table below) that will collectively transform the service and achieve the following
strategic outcomes:
a)
Quality and socially driven repair and estate maintenance contracts with inclusive pricing
structures;
b)
No contractor monopolies, less subcontracting, broader mix of contractors, reserve
contractors;
c)
Create in-house services where feasible;
d)
Prioritisation of communal repairs and disabled adaptations;
e)
Significant investment in social value and environmental improvements;
f)
Holistic approach to asset management;
g)
Create a Resident Procurement Panel to help design and evaluate repair delivery
arrangements;
h)
Better use of technology and reliable council-owned data;
i)
Long term investment planning;
j)
Supply chain diversity and more opportunities for local SMEs;
k)
Stronger clienting and better governance; and,
l)
Protect leaseholders’ rights to nominate contractors.

In-house Repairs Team
(“Community Works”)
 Communal repairs
 Disabled adaptations

In-house
Grounds Maintenance
Team


Lambeth Landscapes

New
Repair and Maintenance
Contracts (x10)
 Responsive repairs & voids
 Gas and electrical servicing
 Lift maintenance

Unify
Estate Cleaning
and Street Cleansing
 Cleaning external areas

Strategic Asset Partner







Asset management strategy
Stock condition surveys
Long-term investment
planning
Procurement
Compliance; disrepair
reduction
Social & environmental value

Call Centre Solution




Digital assistant
Expert call handlers

New
Block Cleaning
and Concierge Contract
 Cleaning internal areas
 Concierge service

Dynamic Purchasing System
Asset Delivery Partners (x2)
 Technical support on major
work projects
 Train and empower council
delivery teams
 Self-delivery within 3 years

 Efficient project-specific
procurement
 Diversify the supply chain
 Tiered approach
 Accessible ring-fenced
opportunities
 Best fit contracts
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1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

2.
2.1

2.2

2.3

One of these strategic projects was to create an in-house repairs team with a community and care
focus (council employees undertaking repairs and property adaptations in the community) delivering on this administration’s clear commitment in its manifesto to bring services back in
house ‘where we can improve services for residents and deliver better value for money’. Following
a naming completion with officers, residents and members, the in-house team was named
Community Works – which was considered to best reflect its community focus.
Mobilisation and Service Scope
Community Works was mobilised in July 2021 and whilst the COVID pandemic presented a
number of challenges, the biggest challenge of all has been the post-Brexit labour shortage.
Community Works’ scope has recently been increased to include repairs stemming from periodic
Fire Risk Assessments – giving the council more control over this key area of regulatory
compliance. It has also completed a number of voids to support the south area repairs contractor.
Integration with Council Systems
All work issued to Community Works is done via the council’s Northgate Housing Management
System and its Resource Scheduling System. This gives complete visibility over repair orders
appointments and each operative’s diary. This single source of work order and appointment
information for in-house teams and contractors ensures the service is joined up and allows for
transparent performance reporting and auditing.

PROPOSAL AND REASONS
Community Works
Mobilisation was a success and Community Work went live in July 2021 to coincide with the new
repairs contracts. This was essential as most communal repairs are no longer within the scope of
the external responsive repairs contracts. It also benefited from a managed material solution with
Travis Perkins – avoiding the need to purchase or lease a depot.
Performance Indicators
The council has developed a complete new suite of Power BI performance reports that cover the
key performance indicators for Community Works. These new reports allow performance to be
reviewed at borough level, neighbourhood level and operative level – allowing for informed and
targeted improvement activity where necessary.
The following table and graph show the latest performance results for Community Works:
Table 1: January Community Works Performance
Communal repairs completed on time
Property adaptations completed on time
Average time to complete a communal repair
Repairs passing the council’s post inspection

96.14%
94%
14.49 days
97%
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Responsive repairs completed on time (%)
100.00%

Community Works

95.00%
90.00%
Fortem

85.00%
80.00%

T Brown

75.00%
70.00%

Overall

MPS

65.00%

Wates

60.00%
55.00%
50.00%
Jul-21

Overall

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

Aug-21

Sep-21

Community Works

Oct-21

Fortem

Nov-21

MPS

Dec-21

T Brown

Jan-22

Wates

Commercial Management
Community works has a dedicated Commercial Manager to manage contracts with material
suppliers, subcontractors and generally ensure the cost of the team doesn’t exceed the value of its
output. This includes:
a)
Monthly commercial Meetings with finance teams;
b)
Budget monitoring and year-end forecasting;
c)
Forensic analysis of all applications for payment;
d)
Undertaking subcontractor reviews;
e)
Undertaking and commissioning annual reviews;
f)
Reviewing and calculating annual indexation provisions;
g)
Monitoring commercial trends;
h)
Supporting operational teams;
i)
Managing new procurements; and,
j)
Commissioning and supporting independent audits – continuous and ad-hoc.
Service Management
Community Works has two dedicated Area Managers to manage operatives’ performance and onsite activities. There is also a dedicated Health and Safety Manager to give assurance on procedural
and operation activities. This includes:
a)
Post inspections / quality audits of completed repairs;
b)
Weekly toolbox briefing with all operatives; and,
c)
Awaken system – tracking all safety requirements and training.
Health and Safety
All new operatives receive full Health & Safety training, customer service training and two days
working with a mentor to embed Lambeth’s culture. 44 Health & Safety Toolbox training sessions
have been carried out to date - 8 of which were delivered by external providers and operatives
received certificates of competence after completing the required health and safety test.
New reporting arrangements for accidents and injuries have also been introduced to make reporting
easier. New guidance on training and competence of working supervisors has been put in place to
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ensure there is a common minimum standard of professional competence in managing operatives
across the team.

2.8

2.9

Service Governance
Whilst the Community Works management team has been carefully recruited and possess a lot of
experience, it was deemed good practice to have an independent Governance Board (independent
of the day-to-day operations) that meets quarterly to monitor and scrutinise the governance,
performance and financial management of Community Works and provide strategic direction as
necessary. The Board has had its first meeting to cover terms of reference, familiarise itself with
the setup, performance measures, Board structure, legal, finance, audit and Health and Safety
requirements.
The Board is made up of two Cabinet Members, Legal Services, finance, Audit and Counter Fraud,
Health and Safety, the Housing Director, an Assistant Housing Director and an external
representative/advisor as follows:
a)
Cllr Maria Kay, Cabinet Member for Housing and Homelessness;
b)
Cllr Sonia Winifred, Cabinet Member for Equalities and Culture;
c)
Neil Euesden, Director - Housing Services;
d)
Andrew Jacques, Assistant Director – Repairs and Maintenance;
e)
Andrew Ramsden, Assistant Director – Finance;
f)
Gregory Carson, Principal Lawyer – Housing, Property and Planning;
g)
Michael O'Reilly, Counter Fraud Manager;
h)
Claire Saunders, Head of Corporate Health and Safety; and,
i)
External Adviser, TBC.

2.10 Community Works is also continuously audited by the internal audit team (PWC) that will review
the necessary key controls. The fieldwork for the first audit has been completed. Additionally,
there will be an independent annual audit (again by PWC) of financial transactions and reviewing
operating costs and work value.
Quality Assurance
2.11 All works are recorded on the Northgate Housing Management System and issued via the same
Dynamic Resource Scheduler used across all contracts. This guarantees the fastest available
appointment slot and sends this directly to the operatives PDA. The operatives take a pre and post
completion photos whilst on site. Information is reported in real time through the interface, so team
members are always aware of each jobs’ status, including appointment date and completion
information. Schedulers use a skills matrix which identifies an operative’s skillset, so the right
person is sent to the correct job.
2.12 Additionally, surveyors under physical post inspections of completed jobs.
Lessons Learnt
2.13 Whilst Community Works mobilised well, there have been a number of lessons the council has
learnt from this process. The key lessons are as follows:
a)

Backlog repairs
During the latter stages of the tender process and upon not being shortlisted for the final
stage, the previous contractor allowed a large backlog of repairs to accumulate – including
communal repairs. On future wholesale re-procurement projects, the council will implement
a resilience contract whereby an alternative contractor can support the outgoing contractor in
undertaking outstanding work to limit the build-up of work at contract handover.
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b)

Advanced recruitment campaign / post-Brexit labour shortage
Most procurement and insourcing projects require some degree of early recruitment activity.
On future procurement and insourcing projects, the council should develop a recruitment
campaign and form links with employment partners to prompt interest and inform support
needs well ahead of mobilisation (6 months ideally). This is even more important during the
current post-Brexit labour shortage.

3.

FINANCE

3.1

There are no financial implications that arise as a direct consequence of this report.

4.

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY

4.1

There were no specific legal implications arising out of this report.

4.2

Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 sets out the new public sector equality duty replacing the
previous duties in relation to race, sex and disability and extending the duty to all the protected
characteristics i.e. race, sex, disability, age, sexual orientation, religion or belief, pregnancy or
maternity, marriage or civil partnership and gender reassignment.

4.3

The public sector equality duty requires public authorities to have due regard to the need to:
a)
Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
b)
Advance equality of opportunity; and,
c)
Foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and those who do
not.

4.4

Part of the duty to have “due regard” where there is disproportionate impact will be to take steps to
mitigate the impact and the Council must demonstrate that this has been done, and/or justify the
decision, on the basis that it is a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim. Accordingly,
there is an expectation that a decision maker will explore other means which have less of a
disproportionate impact.

4.5

The Equality Duty must be complied with before and at the time that a particular policy is under
consideration or decision is taken – that is, in the development of policy options, and in making a
final decision. A public body cannot satisfy the Equality Duty by justifying a decision after it has
been taken.

4.6

There were no further comments from Democratic Services.

5.

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION

5.1

The procurement and insourcing process was been developed, from the outset, with residents,
members and officers to ensure the new delivery arrangements have a high degree of
coproduction. This includes responding directly to the recommendations of a repairs Task and
Finish Group and priorities that came out of workshops with the Council’s Resident Procurement
Panel (a resident-based advisory and consultative panel set up to assist the Council design,
procure and manage the suite of new housing repair and maintenance contracts and direct delivery
arrangements).
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5.2

The involvement of the RPP will continue and members will play a key role in the future monitoring
and review of the service. It also supported the council in its review and updating of Lambeth’s
Repairs Manual.

5.3

The key areas in which Community Works will positively contribute to the equality of borough
citizens include:
a)
Employment opportunities targeted at local residents – with particular focus on those furthest
from the job market;
b)
Support for those unfamiliar the job application and interview process;
c)
Trade and professional apprenticeship programmes again targeted at local people –
including care leavers;
d)
Working closely with the local colleges and university to provide training;
e)
Career progression opportunities (with support and training) within both Community Works
and Council;
f)
Council terms and conditions – including pension;
g)
Reducing the inequality of poor air quality and its effect on the most vulnerable residents
(young and elderly); and,
h)
Providing property adaptations to support disabled, vulnerable and older adults in
maintaining their independence and remaining in their homes.

6.

RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1

The main risks that have an impact on the successful delivery of communal repairs are set out
below:
Table 2 – Risk Register

Item

Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Score

1.

Latent COVID-19
demand

2

2

4

This demand is far less for communal
works.

2.

Resource levels

3

4

12

Second recruitment campaign being
developed for 2022.

3.

Backlog Mears
repairs

4

2

8

Works have been packaged together to
make their completion more efficient.

4.

Contract and
performance
management

4

Contract and performance management
framework equally applies to Community
Works. Governance Board in place to
provide oversight and strategic direction.

16

Community Works use pricing schedules
produced by the National Housing
Federation to give better budget certainty
and more accurate forecasting

5.

Affordability

2

2

2

8

Control Measures
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5.

Financial viability

2

6.

Systems
interface(s) - ICT
solutions not in
place to enable
real time data
interfacing and
performance
reporting.

2

7.

Communications

2

8

The council’s Commercial Services Team
and the Finance Team periodically review
Community Works expenditure. Community
Works use pricing schedules produced by
the National Housing Federation so its cost
can be benchmarked against the wider
sector.

4

8

All data is securely held on the council’s
Northgate Housing Management System –
complete with back-up servers.
Performance reporting uses council data
taken from Northgate (one version of the
truth) and presents data using Microsoft
Power BI.

2

4

Regular briefing notes are being developed
to better inform stakeholders of service
developments.

4

Key
Likelihood
Impact

Very Likely = 4
Major = 8

Likely = 3
Serious = 4

Unlikely = 2
Significant = 2

Very Unlikely = 1
Minor = 1

7.

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

The equality impact assessment (EIA) that covers the whole transformation of repairs and major
works has been assessed and cleared by the Member-led Corporate EIA Panel. The EIA not only
mitigates negative equality issues but demonstrates that the new delivery arrangements will make
tangible improvements to social equality in the borough.

8.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

8.1

Community Works closely liaises with the Council’s neighbourhood housing teams in developing
and delivering their Estate Action Plans which, where required, include proposals to mitigate crime
and disorder on estates (including anti-social behaviour) and associated work to improve safety
within neighbourhoods.

9.

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

9.2

Environmental
Community Works is committed supporting the council achieve its goals for the borough –
including its net zero carbon commitment through sustainable travel and helping to reduce the
inequality of poor air quality and its effect on the most vulnerable residents (young and elderly).
Community Works use a range of hybrid vans and fully electric cars to reduce the carbon footprint
across the borough.
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9.3

A managed material contract with Travis Perkins has avoided the need for a depot (materials are
delivered to operatives vans or dedicated drop off points).

9.4

Community Works uses a specialised waste removal provider ensure the maximum amount of
waste generated is recycled locally.

9.5

9.6

9.7

9.8

9.9

Health and Wellbeing
The Community Works Health & Safety manager incorporates 'health & wellbeing' into regular tool
box talks ensuring it is an open discussion point between operatives and management to highlight
concerns.
Providing property adaptations to support disabled, vulnerable and older adults in maintaining their
independence and remaining in their homes.
Corporate Parenting
Community Works are working closely with Children’s Services arrange apprenticeship interviews
for care leavers.
Staffing and accommodation
The Community Works staffing structure is set out below and operates for the Kennington Lane
Housing Office. All recruitment is targeted at Lambeth residents and over 50% of external
appointments are with Lambeth residents.
Responsible Procurement
Education & Learning
Community Works has engaged a Carpentry apprentice and is currently interviewing for more
carpentry and groundwork apprentices to begin in April. It is also looking to engage a business
admin apprentice.

9.10 Community Works has engaged with the '16+ care leavers service' and 'Women in Construction' to
help source apprentices from priority groups.
Jobs, Earnings & Business
9.11 Community Works has spent over £700,000 with suppliers within the Lambeth post code.
9.12 Travis Perkins (Community Works’ primary material supplier) has employed a dedicated supervisor
who lives in Lambeth to work with Community Works.
9.13 Community Works advertises all roles through Opportunity Lambeth, Love Lambeth publication,
estate notice boards and the Lambeth jobs board on the Lambeth website.
Community Participation
9.14 Community Works collected £1000 which was used to buy Christmas food hampers and distributed
across '100' residents who were a mixture of vulnerable tenants and those living in sheltered
accommodation.
9.15 Community Works has attended a number of community days across our estates carrying out
minor repairs as requested on the day.
9.16 Community Works staff took part in a community event in partnership with the oasis Foundation
inviting local residents to come and enjoy a fun interactive day and provide an opportunity to speak
about the service and any concerns they may have.
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Community Works Staffing Structure

Assistant
Director
Independent Governance
Board
Head of
Community Works

Area Manager
(North)

Area Manager
(South)

Commercial
Manager

Health & Safety
Manager

Supervising
Operative

Supervising
Operative

Resource
Scheduler x 2

Fire Safety
Manager

HIA Team
Leader

Fire Safety
Operatives (10)











Trade Operatives (22):
Plumber x 5
Painter and Decorator x 2
Drainage Technician x 1
Labourer / Driver x 1
Bricklayer x 1
Groundworker x 5
Electrician x 1
Joiner x 2
Multitrade (plastering and carpentry) x 4

Trade Apprentices x 6

HIA
Surveyors x 3

Communal
Surveyors x 3

Surveying
Apprentices x 2
(Quality Audit)
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AUDIT TRAIL
Name and Position/Title

Lambeth Directorate

Date Sent

Date
Received

Comments in
paragraph:

Councillor Maria Kay

Cabinet Member for Housing
and Homelessness

16.02.22

18.02.22

All

Resident Services

16.02.22

17.02.22

All

Finance and Property
Legal and Governance

16.02.22
16.02.22

18.02.22
17.02.22

3
4

Legal and Governance

16.02.22

17.02.22

All

Neil Euesden, Director of
Housing
Andrew Ramsden, Finance
Greg Carson, Legal
David Rose, Democratic
Services

REPORT HISTORY
Original discussion with Cabinet Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons
Background information
Appendices

Ongoing
21 February 2022
18 February 2022
No
No
Not applicable
Not applicable
Lambeth Council Responsible Procurement Policy
None
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Agenda Item 6

OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 1 MARCH 2022
Report title: Housing Communications and Portal
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Housing and Homelessness, Councillor Maria Kay
Report Authorised by: Bayo Dosunmu, Strategic Director for Resident Services
Contact for enquiries: Chris Flynn, Assistant Director Home Ownership and Rents,
cflynn2@lambeth.gov.uk

REPORT SUMMARY
Lambeth Council, like many other local authorities and organisations, is going through a transitional
period where it’s reviewing its existing channels of communication and digital offer with the view to
working closely with our residents to provide innovative solutions that meet both their current and future
needs.
The report aims to respond to three questions:
1.
2.
3.

Resident Portal and homeowner billing.
How do people communicate with the Council with regards to repairs, and bills for homeowners
and tenants?
Customer call centre.

FINANCE SUMMARY
There are no direct financial impacts arising as a consequence of this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

To note the contents of the paper and the activities being taken across Housing Services to
enhance and complement our existing offer to residents.
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1.

CONTEXT

1.1

New technology enhancements being introduced within Housing Services, provide Lambeth
residents with the ability to access information online about their property. It will allow our residents
to access information in a way, and time, that suits them. The new technologies align with
Lambeth’s vision of affording residents' greater transparency, increased flexible engagement which
is real-time and a streamlined service that empowers. This will have a significant positive impact on
resident satisfaction, greater clarity on repairs and reduction of incoming calls, reduction of
outgoing mass mailings and enquires.

2.

PROPOSAL AND REASONS

2.1

Lambeth Council went live with MyHousingonline on 18 January 2021 for our tenants and on 19
April 2022 for homeowners.

2.2

Our aim was to deliver an enhanced customer experience for homeowners and tenants, enabled by
a technology solution that complements existing channels:
a.
View and update contact details;
b.
Set up a direct debit online/make payment;
c.
View rent or service charge balances;
d.
View all current and former accounts (where relevant);
e.
View account details and payment schedules;
f.
View account’s transactions;
g.
Download a PDF of rent/service charge statements;
h.
Check benefit entitlements with our free confidential benefit calculator;
i.
Request a refund if an account is in credit; and,
j.
Report and track property repairs online.

2.3

2.4

Customer Benefits
Following the implementation of the Housing Online Portal, the benefits to the resident are as
follows:
a.
Making our services more accessible. The MyHousingonline portal gives our residents easy
access to relevant information and the ability to engage with us at a time and location of their
choosing;
b.
Customers can see a history of their transactions in one place rather that viewing several
paper statements;
c.
Customers will be able to request a credit refund and receive payment within 2 weeks. Our
previous time scales for processing a refund was six weeks;
d.
Customer report and track property repairs online; and,
e.
Most of the data on the portal is real-time (some transactions such as payments will appear
the following day). The customers are seeing the same data we are, which creates
transparency across services and transactions.
Service Benefits
The service has been able to meet customer expectations by providing a digital service.
f. We have seen an increase in capacity following a reduction in request for statements and
associated phone calls/emails;
g. Customer satisfaction in Homeownership and Rents services remains strong;
h. Increased productivity through new ways of working; and,
i. Transparency
Current progress
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2.5

We have seen an unprecedented take up of homeowners & tenants signing up to the portal over
the last 12 and 9 months respectively. Such was the success of the roll out that we were invited to
do a Q&A at the UK NEC user group. We also have a further Q&A session at the UK Housing
Technology conference, to talk through our approach and the successful engagement to date.
a.
Number of homeowner sign ups – 3176 out of 9,722; and,
b.
Number Tenant sign ups – 13091 out of 23038.
Table 1 – monthly sign-ups
2021
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
2022
Jan
Feb
Grand Total

Homeowner
0
1
43
555
825
358
391
224
90
244
193
90

Tenants
77
3155
1711
799
361
3222
1358
669
421
294
317
301

Total
77
3156
1754
1354
1186
3580
1749
893
511
538
510
391

132
30
3176

305
60
13091

437
90
16267

Table 2 – Ward Breakdown
BISHOPS WARD
BRIXTON HILL WARD
CLAPHAM COMMON WARD
CLAPHAM TOWN WARD
COLDHARBOUR WARD
FERNDALE WARD
GIPSY HILL WARD
HERNE HILL WARD
KNIGHTS HILL WARD
LARKHALL WARD
OUT OF BOROUGH WARD
OVAL WARD
PRINCES WARD
ST LEONARDS WARD
STOCKWELL WARD
STREATHAM HILL WARD
STREATHAM SOUTH WARD
STREATHAM WELLS WARD
THORNTON WARD
THURLOW PARK WARD
TULSE HILL WARD

669
876
714
906
1341
542
979
440
727
1074
29
432
1301
192
639
761
162
550
308
301
854
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VASSALL WARD
(blank)
Grand Total

1432
15229

Table 3 – Age Groups
Under 25
25 to 45
46 to 64
65+
Grand Total

230
6050
7338
2649
16267

Table 4 – Vulnerable / Disability
Blind
Blind / Disability
Blind / Disability / Over 60
Blind / Over 60
Deaf
Deaf / Disability
Deaf / Disability / Over 60
Deaf / Over 60
Disability
Disability / Over 60
Over 60
Grand Total

2.6

2.7

2.8

6
8
1
5
10
1
1
4
448
134
1491
2109

Future updates and improvements
There are several other key improvements being developed, which will further enhance the offer to
our residents:
a.
Request copy of tenancy agreement or lease;
b.
Remove a household member;
c.
Give notice to end the tenancy;
d.
Update contact address details;
e.
Change name and address;
f.
Artificial intelligent Chatbot;
g.
Fully integrated communication suite;
h.
My documents to view communications;
i.
Raise & Track Communal Repairs;
j.
Right to Buy Online; and,
k.
Northgate Outlook integration.
Feedback to date from Homeowner & Tenants
The MyHousingonline website page is one of the most visited, second only to the Lambeth
homepage (over the past 10-12 months).
Resident feedback, as can be seen below, is strong and constructive, however, the signup journey
includes some additional steps, where some homeowners struggle at the initial registration stage.
Overall, the feedback officers are getting via other channels remains very positive.
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“Very easy to understand, very straight forward procedure”



“Very Quick”



“I find it very easy to understand, thanks for your service”





”The portal is easy to understand as it’s laid out by different topics”



”Simple and easy to use”



”It looks helpful and practical which is a big help.”



”Relatively straightforward design and naming of sections”



2.9

“In Theory it was easy to understand, However practical, I am still unable to
access my account..”

”It will be helpful if we had a Lambeth app which is all inclusive of council and
housing and tenant repairs”

How do people communicate with the Council with regard to repairs and bills for
homeowners and tenants?
Lambeth homeowners & tenants can communicate via several channels:
a.
Phone (Direct dial & Contact centre);
b.
Email;
c.
Letter; and,
d.
Face to face (AHO & Civic Centre – subject to organisational restrictions relating to Covid).
The channels are still available for residents to choose the appropriate medium which suits their
circumstances. However, delivering the housing online account provides an additional option for
residents to engage and self-serve. Historically residents were limited to engaging with the Council
between 9-5 (Mon-Fri) or email out of hours. As the above data shows (para 1.6), there is a solid
demand for digital engagement and the ability to self-serve when made available. As residents get
more comfortable self-serving, it will have the added benefit of creating capacity for the existing
resource to focus on the more complex cases.

2.10 Homeowner invoices get sent out in accordance with the respective lease or transfer. In Lambeth’s
case, we operate variable service charges, which mean issuing an estimate before the start of the
financial year and issuing an actual charge 6 months after the close of the financial year. Tenant
rent notifications get sent out in the February of each year.
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2.11 Most existing resident communication comes into the business via email and direct dial calls. As
customers continue to channel shift over the coming months, and the online offer is enriched with
additional options such as single sign-on, we expect that the housing online will become the
channel of choice for most residents.
2.12 The soft launch for property repairs for tenants went live in mid-December 21. Since then, we have
continuously gathered feedback from our tenants and tweaked the end-to-end online journey while
expanding the rollout across more wards. The rollout was deliberately phased, which enabled us to
enhance the repairs journey as we progressed. All tenants in the north & south of the borough, who
have signed up to the housing account online, can now raise repairs online.
2.13 The tenant feedback to date around the online repair’s functionality is also very positive. Please
see some examples of the feedback below:



“I just click on the line and it ask me for my email and password, went straight to
the web page very simple.I like it and I will use it to book in a repair instead of using
the phone and I can chase and see what repairs I have had done.”



“Very straightforward and the Repair Videos also are a useful tool for the basic
internal problems that can occur and do not need reporting to the council and can be fixed
by yourself.”



“The website is easy to navigate and all my repairs are listed clearly.”



“Extremely useful, super helpful”





“On the whole I found the descriptive photos very helpful in identifying and
requesting the correct repairs needed, very very useful and easy to navigate”

“Just to try it out, well done easy to use”



“I choose this because the main information about the repair, ie report date,
description of repair was there to be seen. I was able to see the status of an repair that I
have reported, however, it doesn't give information on what the step will be if the repair
wasn't completed”



“I went around the info several time before actually getting to the page I need to
get to start a repair. Recommend to have two links: a direct link and an information
link”
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2.14 Further to the above, it’s worth noting that tenants can only raise property repairs online at this
stage. We are currently building the communal repairs area on the portal. Once this is completed, it
will provide a more rounded experience for the homeowners and tenants from end to end.
Customer call centre
2.15 The current call centre contract with Capita commenced in 2011 and was extended to incorporate
Housing - 2018. The contract in its entirety expires - 2026. The proposed contract award for
specialist housing services is expected to be achieved in early September 2022 with a three-month
transition/mobilisation around the new service running September 2022 – November 2022, at which
point the new service will be fully operational.
2.16 The council published its customer experience strategy in June 2021 with the vision: “We make
access to all council services simple for all, ensure that we offer a quality customer-focused service
end-to-end, and enable maximum self-serve for those that can”
In order to support this vision, the council has reviewed its approach to providing call centre
facilities to its residents and customers and now intends to terminate (in part) the contract with
Capita, that provides the current ‘housing call centre service’ (including emergency and out of
hours calls) and in its place, procure a strategic partner to deliver a ‘specialist repairs call centre
service’. This new service will align with the objectives and vision of the Customer Experience
Strategy (2021), ensuring the best customer experience possible.
Capita agree with the proposed (in part) termination of the contract, recognising that the provision
of housing call centre services, is not part of their usual portfolio.
Additionally, the Council have procured short term additional repairs call centre capacity to ensure
resilience during the winter months and across the period of transition. This provision commenced
in December 2021.
The council are also scoping for a different and new insourced model for non-repairs calls,
including a telephony and AI platform to support in-house operations and developing skills and
internal capacity.
2.17 The procurement of a new strategic partner for a ‘specialist repairs call centre service’ will be based
around a new specification that has been designed to facilitate a modern customer call service that
is:
a.
efficient and flexible;
b.
built around maximising the use of technology;
c.
encourages and rewards continuous innovation; and,
d.
provides a great customer experience.
Expected Outcomes & Critical Success Factors
2.18 The overarching expected outcome of the new housing contact centre delivery model is that it will
provide an improved customer experience and performance against KPIs. This can be further
understood by the following project objectives:
a.
To cease the contractual agreement with Capita for the provision of the housing contact
centre.
b.
To transition identified non-technical services in house.
c.
To procure a specialist provider to deliver the contact centre for the emergency out of hours &
repairs services.
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d.
e.

f.
g.

To procure a specialist provider that can support wider Lambeth ambitions for innovation in
both technology and customer experience.
To develop a hybrid delivery approach that connects all elements of the Lambeth Contact
Centre service from first line response to back office. This is also to include the repairs
contract.
To undertake service design for in-house services to identify opportunities to improve the
customer experience journey and enable effective & efficient delivery of the hybrid model.
To ensure measurements and KPI’s are in place to monitor effective service provision and
identify continuous areas for improvement. These will be included in the invitation to tender
for consideration of the service providers.

3.

FINANCE

3.1

There are no direct financial impacts arising as a consequence of this report.

4.

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY

4.1

Section 21 of the Housing Act 1985 gives the council the power for the general management,
regulation and control of its housing stock.

4.2

Section 111 of the Local Government Act 1972 gives the council the power to do anything (whether
or not involving the expenditure, borrowing or lending of money or the acquisition or disposal of any
property or rights) which is calculated to facilitate, or is conducive or incidental to, the discharge of
any of its functions.

4.3

Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 sets out the public sector equality duty. The public sector
equality duty requires public authorities to have due regard to the need to:
a.
Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is prohibited by
or under the 2010 Act;
b.
Advance equality of opportunity between those who share a protected characteristic and
persons who do not share it; and
c.
Foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and those who do
not.

4.4

Having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a
relevant protected characteristic (age, disability, gender reassignment; pregnancy and maternity,
race, religion and belief, sex and sexual orientation) and persons who do not share it involves
having due regard, in particular, to the need to:
a.
remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic that are connected to that characteristic;
b.
take steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected characteristic that
are different from the needs of persons who do not share it; and,
c.
encourage persons who share a relevant protected characteristic to participate in public life or
in any other activity in which participation by such persons is disproportionately low.

4.5

The public sector equality duty must be discharged at the time that a particular policy is under
consideration or decision is taken – that is, in the development of policy options, and in making a
final decision. A public body should not seek to discharge the public sector equality duty after a
decision has been taken

4.6

There were no further comments from Democratic Services.
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5.

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION

5.1

Not applicable.

6.

RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1

There are no direct risks arising from this report.

7.

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

Not applicable. This report details multiple activities which have all been through the EQIA process
either when changes occur (CTS scheme changes) or as a part of the procurement process.

8.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

8.1

Not applicable

9.

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

Environmental
Not applicable.

9.2

Health
Not applicable.

9.3

Corporate Parenting
Not applicable.

9.4

Staffing and accommodation
Not applicable.

9.5

Responsible Procurement
Not applicable.

10. TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
10.1 Not applicable.
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AUDIT TRAIL
Date
Received

Name and Position/Title

Lambeth Directorate

Date Sent

Councillor Maria Kay

Cabinet Member for
Housing and
Homelessness

08.02.22

Resident Services

08.02.22

11.02.22

Resident Services

08.02.22

11.02.22

Finance and Property

08.02.22

08.02.22

Legal and Governance

08.02.22

08.02.22

Legal and Governance

08.02.22

09.22.22

Bayo Dosunmu, Strategic
Director
Neil Euesden, Director of
Housing
Andrew Ramsden, Finance
Greg Carson, Legal
Services
Maria Burton, Democratic
Services

REPORT HISTORY
Original discussion with Cabinet Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons
Background information
Appendices

N/A
01.03.22
21.02.22
No
No
Not applicable
Not applicable.
Not applicable.
None

Comments in
paragraph:

4.1 - 4.5
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Agenda Item 7

HOUSING SCRUTINY SUB-COMMITTEE 01 MARCH 2022
Report title: 2021-22 Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee Work Programme
Wards: All
Portfolio: Cabinet Member for Finance and Performance: Councillor Andy Wilson
Report Authorised by: Interim Director of Legal and Governance: Andrew Pavlou
Contact for enquiries: David Rose, Democratic Services Officer, 020 7926 1037,
drose@lambeth.gov.uk

REPORT SUMMARY
This report sets out the Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee’s work programme as currently drafted and
provides a record of recommendations and actions arising from previous meetings (Appendix 1).

FINANCE SUMMARY
There are no financial implications beyond the existing Scrutiny budget.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

To consider and approve the work programme as currently drafted (Appendix 1) and identify and
prioritise matters for future scrutiny of Housing.
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1.

CONTEXT

1.1

A new Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee (HSSC) was established following the 21 April 2021
Annual Governance Meeting (AGM) of the Full Council and its Chair, Councillor Mary Atkins, also
sits on Overview and Scrutiny Committee (OSC) to ensure coordination of work between the two
bodies, eliminate potential duplication and feed in findings between the two meetings, where
relevant. This is the final meeting of the Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee in the 2021-22
municipal year.

1.2

1.3

Terms of Reference
The Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee’s terms of reference are detailed in Lambeth Council’s
Constitution, page 62, as follows:
a.
To scrutinise private sector housing enforcement and regulation and the work of the Housing
Department in supporting the borough’s goal to improve housing quality in its social homes
and neighbourhoods, and managing the Lambeth Housing Partnership with other Registered
Providers. This includes:
i.
housing needs;
ii.
homelessness;
iii.
home ownership;
iv.
leaseholders and rents;
v.
tenancy and estate management;
vi.
housing repairs;
vii. compliance and major works; and,
viii. the Direct Labour Organisation (DLO).
Meetings and Membership
The 21 April 2021 AGM of the Full Council also agreed the Committee membership and meeting
dates for the 2021-22 municipal year.

1.4

Three meetings of the Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee are scheduled in 2021-22 as follows:
a.
06 July 2021;
b.
16 November 2021; and,
c.
01 March 2022.

1.5

The Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee membership for 2021-22 is:
a.
Councillor Mary Atkins (Chair);
b.
Councillor Paul Gadsby;
c.
Councillor Emma Nye;
d.
Councillor Rezina Chowdhury;
e.
Councillor Clair Wilcox;
f.
Councillor Pete Elliott; and,
g.
Councillor Becca Thackray (substitute).

2.

PROPOSAL AND REASONS

2.1

The Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee may set its own agenda within the scope of its terms of
reference and this report serves to invite the Sub-Committee to consider its work programme at
each meeting. Although some flexibility needs to be retained to enable items to be added at
relatively short notice, planning the Committee’s work programme facilitates scrutiny of those
matters Members consider to be a priority, assists in the commissioning of reports and helps
ensure that matters are considered in a timely manner.
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2.2

The Sub-Committee’s work programme and action monitoring table are attached at Appendix 1. The
work programme is updated following completion of any actions or recommendations arising or
timetabling of new items. The work programme should be monitored at each meeting to ensure that
previous actions and requests have been completed in full.

2.3

When considering which items to include in the work programme the following questions can
usefully be asked of each proposed topic:
a.
are statutory requirements being met effectively?
b.
are quality services being delivered?
c.
are any audits or external inspections due?
d.
are the specific needs of user groups being met?
e.
does the service compare well with neighbouring/other comparable authorities and against
national performance indicators?
f.
are the associated services improving?
g.
do the services know what changes are imminent or likely and are preparations being made?
h.
is this a priority for the Council?

2.1

2.4

2.5

2.6

Borough Plan
Lambeth’s Borough Plan sets out the outcomes and objectives that the Council is trying to achieve;
these can be a useful tool for scrutiny members in their holding to account role; and, to support the
consideration, identification, and prioritisation of work programme items. The Borough Plan is
based around five big ambitions:
a.
enable sustainable growth and investment;
b.
increase community resilience;
c.
promote care and independence by reforming services;
d.
make Lambeth a place where people want to live, work and invest; and,
e.
be passionate about equality, strengthening diversity, and delivering inclusion.
Performance Information
Information on performance across all matters within Lambeth’s Housing Services is contained in
the Quarterly Budget and Performance report. This information may support development of the
Sub-Committee’s annual work plan and identify priority issues for future scrutiny.
Forward Plan
The Forward Plan lists all key decisions that the Council (including the Health and Wellbeing
Board) will take over the coming months. A key decision is defined as an executive decision which
will:
a.
Require an amendment to the Community Plan Outcomes Framework or require a
recommendation to Council to amend the Budget and Policy Framework; and/or,
b.
Result in the local authority incurring expenditure, raising income or making savings in
excess of £500,000; and/or,
c.
Have a significant community impact on:
i.
communities living or working in an area comprising two or more wards in Lambeth;
ii.
the wellbeing of the community or the quality of service provided to a significant
number of people living or working in an area; or,
iii.
communities of interest.
The Plan is therefore a useful tool for identifying forthcoming decisions where the committee could
add value.
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3.

FINANCE

3.1

There are no additional capital or revenue implications arising as a direct result of this report. The
work programme will be undertaken within the existing budget provision for Scrutiny within the
Democratic Services department within the Legal and Governance directorate.

4.

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY

4.1

There are no legal implications, but advice on specific work programme items may be provided in
the future.

4.2

There were no additional comments from Democratic Services.

5.

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION

5.1

All Members of the Council are entitled to suggest items for scrutiny work programmes in
accordance with the Council’s scrutiny procedure rules (Constitution Part 3, Section B, pages 61 –
77). Suggestions are also invited specifically from scrutiny members as part of their community
leadership role and from members of the public. The Council’s website includes a form for the
submission of suggestions and for public notice questions.

6.

RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1

Not applicable.

7.

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

An Equalities Impact Assessment of the work programme has not been undertaken. Reports
commissioned by the Sub-Committee will be expected to address any equalities issues. Any
recommendations arising from commissions will have equalities implications considered at the
drafting stage.

8.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

8.1

None.

9.

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1

Environmental
Not applicable.

9.2

Health
Not applicable.

9.3

Corporate Parenting
Not applicable.

9.4

Staffing and accommodation
Not applicable.

9.5

Responsible Procurement
Not applicable.
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10. TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION
10.1 See Appendix 1.
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AUDIT TRAIL
Name and
Position/Title
Andrew Ramsden,
Finance
Greg Carson, Legal
Services
Maria Burton, Democratic
Services

Date
Sent

Date
Received

Finance and Performance

11.02.22

14.02.22

Legal and Governance

11.02.22

11.02.22

Legal and Governance

11.02.22

11.02.22

Lambeth Directorate

Comments in
paragraph:

REPORT HISTORY
Original discussion with Cabinet Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons
Background information

Appendices

N/A
16.02.22
16.02.22
No
No
N/A
N/A
a. Lambeth Borough Plan
b. Forward Plan of Key Decisions
c. Lambeth Council Constitution
d. Full Council AGM 21.04.21
Appendix 1 – Housing Scrutiny Sub-Committee
Work Programme 2021-22

HOUSING SCRUTINY SUB-COMMITTEE 2021-22 WORK PROGRAMME
06 July 2021
Item/Topic

Homelessness

Lead
Officer

Visits

Witnesses

1. overview of stats for past 3 years with comparable
boroughs’ stats; housing needs assessment, including joint
working between Housing and Children’s Services to help
cohorts coming out of housing pathways; protocols for
those that must leave urgently for domestic violence and
other issues

Neil
Euesden



1. what’s possible and what is not

Neil
Euesden



1. what controls are we using to work with and raise
standards in the sector

Sandra
Roebuck



Pre-meet with Lead Officers: week commencing 21.06.21
Draft deadline: 15 June 2021
Final deadline: 23 June 2021
Agenda publication date: 28 June 2021

Work Programming 15.07.21
Briefing reports requested:
 fire safety;
 temporary accommodation;
 resident engagement;
 anti-social behaviour and housing enforcement;
 Community Safety; and,
 Mental Health.

Background
information
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Registered Social
Landlord (RSL)
Joint Working
Private Rented
Sector

Aims/Objectives and recommendations

16 November 2021
Item/Topic

Empty Homes in
the Private Sector

Street Properties
and Section 20

1. Comparison between private and public sectors
2. Metrics – 3 years’ background information and
outstanding council tax
3. Identification of empty homes and maximising
resources
4. Bringing homes back into use
5. Empty flats above shops
6. Registered social landlords and Council co-working
and powers
7. Wider Concerns, e.g., fly-tipping, ASB,
homelessness, resident engagement, fire safety,
mental health and community safety
1. Comparison between private and public sectors
2. Metrics – 3 years’ background information and
outstanding council tax
3. Identification of empty homes and maximising
resources
4. Bringing homes back into use
5. Empty flats above shops
6. Registered social landlords and Council co-working
and powers
7. Wider Concerns, e.g., fly-tipping, ASB,
homelessness, resident engagement, fire safety,
mental health and community safety
1. Street Property Strategy – benefits and challenges,
how long been in place and future plans
2. Comparison with neighbouring boroughs
3. Repair strategy in context of street properties –
detail processes, issues, number of complaints,

Lead Officer

Sandra
Roebuck
Lisa Pigeon
Nigel Lambert

Visits

Empty
Properties
Temporary
Accommodation

Empty
Properties
Neil Euesden
Temporary
Accommodation

DLO Visit
Neil Euesden
Repairs

Witnesses

Background
information

 GLA Deputy Mayor
for Housing and
Residential
Development
 Empty homes
Network
 Homes England
 London Housing
Panel
 Residents

Survey

 Capital Letters
 Action on Empty
homes
 Empty Homes
 Residents

Survey

 TRAs
 LEASE Leasehold
advisory service
 Residents
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Empty Homes in
the Public Sector

Aims/Objectives and recommendations

Strategy
Performance
Indicators
Strategy for
Repairs

4.
1.
2.
Arbitration Panel

3.
4.
5.

DLO proposals, responsive repair programme
review
Leaseholder billing in context of street properties
Processes and comparison to other boroughs
Link to repairs and costs of disrepair / disrepair
challenges
Legal costs in current environment
Increasing cases and mitigations,
Operation of new contracts, to include under
leaseholder discussion

N/A

N/A

Bayo Dosunmu
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Cabinet Member Briefing: 13.10.21 or 27.10.21
Draft deadline: 26 October 2021
Final deadline: 03 November 2021
Pre-meet with Lead Officers: 04 November 2021
Agenda publication date: 08 November 2021

Neil Euesden

01 March 2022
Item/Topic

Aims/Objectives and recommendations

Visits

Neil
Euesden

Witnesses

Background
information

 TBC

TBC

Neil
Euesden

DLO Visit

 TBC

TBC

Neil
Euesden

Estate

 TBC

TBC

Neil
Euesden

Customer
Call Centre

 TBC

TBC

Tom Tyson
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1. To detail monitoring, performance indicators of the
contracts for Wates (south) and Fortem (north).
2. To include lessons learnt from current contracts,
Housing Contracts:
including how to address concerns in future contract
Responsive
design.
Repairs
3. Detail what tenants/council are responsible for, including
leaseholders, to improve understanding of these and
communication thereof.
1. DLO Contract Update – to include background data and
Housing Contracts:
performance metrics; and lessons learnt from previous
DLO
arrangements/contracts.
1. Improvement Plan – maintenance (e.g., estate cleaning,
grounds maintenance, and update on estate action
projects) and process update.
2. To also include concerns on wider issues, e.g., flytipping, ASB, homelessness, resident engagement, fire
Estate Services
safety, mental health and community safety.
Improvement
3. To detail new strategic asset partner to carry out range
Action Plan
of works including stock conditioning survey (structural
concerns of stock – drains, roofs, planned
improvements) and employment of strategic partner
(information on this contract, future performance
indicators, measures etc.).
1. How do people communicate with the Council as
Housing
regards repairs and bills for leaseholders and tenants?
Communications
2. Customer call centre.
and Portal
1. Portal and home billing using Portal.
Housing Strategy
1. Roadmap of further improvements

Lead
Officer

2. Housing Crisis strategy and solutions – also to include
Government’s approach to the private sector and
funding
1. ICT investment
Anti-social
behaviour on
Estates

1. Background and comparative data – how many cases
2. From a housing perspective, training for housing officers
2. comes into mental health,

Tim
Fairhurst
Margaret
Akiso

Cabinet Member Briefing: 02.02.22 or 16.02.22
Draft deadline: 08 February 2022
Final deadline: 16 February 2022
Pre-meet with Lead Officers: 17 February 2022
Agenda publication date: 21 February 2022

The following matters have been identified by Members at previous meetings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leaseholders
Fire Safety – also to include Government’s approach to the private sector and funding
Resident Engagement
ICT investment – in housing Strategy (01.03.22), potential referral to OSC
Building standards – adjustments from Covid, Grenfell, Disabilities, Climate emergency

Issues for potential future Commissions
1.
2.
3.

Empty Flats above Shops
Housing Benefit
Post-Covid demographic changes and moving out of London
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Issues for potential future scrutiny

Post-Meeting Actions
17 September 2019 (Contracts and Procurement) Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Report Title

Outcome & Actions Arising

Lead

Action status

Andrew
Jacques

Extension to April 2020 sought to allow
for the final design of the DLO. This will
allow for a more complete record of the
learning which has been designed into
the new contracts and direct delivery
arrangements.

2. That information be requested regarding the
diversity of current engagement mechanisms
(including demographics and tenure) and how
this compares to the borough’s population

Andrew
Jacques

This information is being put together
and will be reported. This will be updated
to reflect the new membership.

Design of Housing
Services After 2020
3. That the committee believes a strong contract
management function is essential to deliver
improved outcomes and drive value over time,
and suggests that consideration be given to
establishing a centralised team of specialists to
carry this out

4. That further information be requested regarding
how the new service design will support the
Council’s climate change ambitions and
contribute to the Council’s carbon neutrality

Neil
Euesden

Neil
Euesden

The council has already created a
centralised team that will provide
contract scrutiny, cost management and
governance oversight across all of the
newly procured contracts – as well as the
proposed DLO. There are a number of
vacant roles in the centralised team that
could take 4 – 5 months to fill – hence
the request to extend the deadline. This
will however still see the roles filled
ahead of the new contracts and DLO
commencing.
Extension requested because although
resident services is setting out minimum
carbon reduction requirements in its
tender invites and method statements,

TBC –
procureme
nt
extended
due to
Covid-19
TBC –
procureme
nt
extended
due to
Covid-19

RAG
Status

A

A

TBC –
procureme
nt
extended
due to
Covid-19

A

TBC –
procureme
nt
extended

A
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1. That the committee requests a report on
lessons learned from the current contract term,
particularly in relation to responsive repairs,
including how it is proposed these lessons will
be addressed in the new contract design

Deadline

Report Title

Outcome & Actions Arising

Lead

target, particularly in relation to repairs and
maintenance

5. That information be requested on the housing
service restructure and how this will support and
complement the new contractual arrangements
while ensuring staff morale is not adversely
affected

bidding contractors are being tasked with
presenting further carbon reduction
solutions in their method statements –
and these solutions will not be fully
known and form contractual obligations
before April 2020.
The restructure will not be fully
developed until April 2020 and there are
some services still being designed that
may require further tweaks to the
clienting structures. Management is
working with staff on how best to client
the new delivery arrangements and no
changes are being made without
consultation. Training will also be
provided where necessary.

Deadline

RAG
Status

due to
Covid-19

TBC –
procureme
nt
extended
due to
Covid-19

A
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19 May 2020: Council Response to Covid-19

Neil
Euesden

Action status

Report Title

Council Response
to Covid-19

Outcome & Actions Arising

That a review of the policy on evictions be
conducted and reported back to the committee,
including a summary of the views of key housing
association partners and clarity on the commitment
that no evictions would take place “during the
pandemic”

Lead

Neil
Euesden

Action status

RAG
Status

Passed on
to Housing
Scrutiny
SubCommitte
e as within
its ToR on
08.11.21

A

Deadline

RAG
Status
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In respect of tenancies, we continue to
follow Government direction on the
suspension of new evictions until 23
August. This means that we are not
applying for any new warrants, and we
have not rescheduled any evictions
which were cancelled due to COVID19.
As a result, we do expect to see arrears
continue to increase on these types of
cases and also on those where we have
exhausted all avenues of collection and
warrants are the next stage. In terms of
possession cases, we can continue with
those cases that are still being listed at
Court, and we can send through any new
applications.

Deadline

06 July 2021
Report Title

Outcome & Actions Arising
1.

2.
Housing Needs
Update
a.
b.
c.
d.

officers regularly report back on targets and
performance data and indicators,
benchmarked against comparable boroughs.
officers update the Sub-Committee with report
timescales and risk management for the below
policies:
the Homelessness Strategy;
Housing Needs structure;
Private sector offers;
Placement Policy;

Lead

Action status

Neil
Euesden

Ongoing

A

Neil
Euesden,
Lee
Georgiou,
Charlie
Conyers,
Paul Davis,

26.10.21

A

Report Title

Outcome & Actions Arising
e.
f.
g.
h.
3.

4.

6.

7.

Lambeth housing
Partnership
Programme with
Registered
Providers

1.

Officers to explore the feasibility of a
Resident’s Panel and report back on
proposals.

Action status

Deadline

RAG
Status

Andrew
Tonkin

Andrew
Tonkin

26.10.21

A

Andrew
Tonkin

26.10.21

A

Charlie
Conyers

26.10.21

A

Lee
Georgiou

26.10.21

A

Lee
Georgiou

26.10.21

A

26.10.21

G

Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni

RPs to confirm operational contacts to
attend operational register provider
forums for ward Councillors on the
following dates:
13 Oct 2021, 13 Jan 2022 , 13 Apr 2022,
13 Jul 2022, and 13 Sep 2022
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5.

Young Persons Supported Pathway;
Temporary Accommodation Strategy data;
Domestic Violence; and,
Yung People at risk of Violence movement
plan.
officers provide evidence on customer
preferences in relation to remote service
delivery, partnership working and accessing of
housing services.
officers update how non-housing staff at
remote sites could assist customers, including
whether resources were in place to do so, how
the success of such sites would be evaluated,
and to provide a visit to remote sites to
demonstrate this.
officers report back on environmental and
health impacts related to the quality of the
housing stock evaluation.
officers brief the Sub-Committee on future
housing demand and forecasts, including
waiting list times for properties, and population
forecasts and how this may affect future
workstreams.
officers brief the Sub-Committee on the impact
of customer satisfaction, remote working, and
the digital divide on residents.

Lead

Report Title

Outcome & Actions Arising
2.

3.

Communications be improved with Members
such as with dedicated inboxes to aid
responsiveness at RSLs.

Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni

Officers ask that climate emergency
mitigations and lowering environmental
impacts were key aims of the Partnership, and
that this was circulated to the Sub-Committee
for information.

Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni

Officers ask that the Partnership defined clear
aims and that good practices were shared
within the Partnership and Sub-Committee and
ensure that these were acted upon.

Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni

Action status
To explore solutions to enhance
response times for member enquiries
either via a dedicated inbox and/or
responding within a 10-day turnaround
period.
Factored into existing workstreams.

Deadline

RAG
Status

26.10.21

A

26.10.21

G

26.10.21

G

Attached in email 08.11.21 with link to
future agenda and minutes.

Ongoing

G

To be explored in future LHP meetings.

26.10.21

A

26.10.21

G

Feeding into Climate Action Plan and
actions that could mitigate environmental
impacts such as decarbonisation,
retrofitting, improving energy efficiency in
homes,
Clear aims via MoU
Ongoing activity through workstreams
and evidence of this e.g. Health and
Wellbeing Board, Event for Councillors
Providing more examples of good work
happening across the borough

5.

6.

7.

The Steering Group minutes and agenda of
meetings be published to improve the
transparency for, and participation of,
residents and councillors.
The logging and capturing of Registered
Provider-related casework and how this could
be shared with or involve ward councillors be
explored.
Regular discussion of complaints and key
performance indicators by and across
Registered Providers, e.g., housing repairs,
voids, and ASB, be explored.

Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni
Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni
Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni

Councillor forums
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4.

Lead

Report Title

Outcome & Actions Arising

Lead

Action status

Deadline

RAG
Status

Participation on workstreams, especially.
on Neighbourhoods and Community
Safety
8.

9.

Officers to report back to the Sub-Committee
on published key performance indicators to
provide a framework for future scrutiny.

Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni

Officers to report back to the Sub-Committee
on repairs and disrepairs in a subsequent
report.

Neil
Euesden
Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni

11. Officers to provide a briefing for councillors on
the work and progress of the Partnership to
date and to circulate the Annual Report to the
Sub-Committee.

Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni

12. Officers to ensure that all residents on jointtenure estates benefitted from the improved
engagement and explore circulating a
Partnership contact book with them.

Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni
Lynette
Peters,
Linda
Oginni

13. Officers to circulate the Partnership Contact
Book to all partners, councillors and officers.
Private Rented
Sector

1.

The Director of Housing Services to provide
lessons learnt from the representation
received regarding Housing communications.

Neil
Euesden

Ongoing

A

16.11.21

G

Ongoing

G

31.12.21

A

Information to be updated on Lambeth
Website with generic contact details of all
RPs in the borough.

26.10.21

G

Book to be sent Quarterly.

26.10.21

G

26.10.21

A

Provision of figures quarterly
Added to 16.11.21 agenda.
Collaboration on issues especially via
contact book
Working together to improve community
safety and wellbeing
Update on progress of the partnership
to be provided to the committee.
Annual review will be provided at the end
of the year.
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10. Officers to ask the Partnership to mitigate the
issues arising from the joint tenure of estates
and improve such working arrangements to
benefit residents.

Housemark

Report Title

Outcome & Actions Arising
2.

3.

4.

1.

Action status

Deadline

RAG
Status

Mark
Preston

Ongoing

A

Nigel
Lambert

26.10.21

A

Nigel
Lambert

26.10.21

A

David Rose

26.10.21

G

16 November 2021
Report Title
Empty Homes
Street Properties
Repair Strategy
and Billing

Outcome & Actions Arising
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

Lead

Action status

Deadline

RAG
Status
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Work Programme

Relevant (Enforcement) Key Performance
Indicators be regularly shared with the SubCommittee.
To improve communications with both privateand public- sector tenants placed in the private
sector to raise awareness of how to report a
rogue landlord and/or letting agent.
Officers to provide timeframes of future Private
Sector Enforcement and Regulation
workstreams to monitor progress, including coworking with and supporting of landlords.
To hold a work programming session to
develop the work programme, identify and
prioritise items.

Lead

01 March 2022
Report Title
Performance of
New Housing
Contracts

Outcome & Actions Arising

Lead

Action status

Deadline

RAG
Status

1.
2.
1.
2.
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